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ToadWORLD 
It's your party but you can't cry if you want to. Cheer up; it's your birthday! You even get to 
blow out the deficit! But next morning, through the mists hangover, you'll need ToadWorld, 
where Toad writers take the magnifying glass of larger- to bicentennial barcodes, the 
damage of the dum dum bullet, how to be in Brisbane but and the new national pastime of 
opening your bicentennial project, not once, not twice, but a1) many times as you can get away with. We 
present, for your information, the world on a stick. 
Toad STRIPS �10 
There are a lot of new cartoonists on display here, and they're all as sick as our regulars. Winifred Belmont 
brings us Tracy and Cherie, Cornwall's ambitions are thwarted and Malcolm/Enpght is inseparable. 
Shakespeare's nocturnal bestiality will give you sweet dreams and Fred Human will turn them into 
surrealist nightmares. But don't worry there's always Killer Greely; a cartoon you can cuddle up to. 
ToadTALES �21 
The Autumnal amusings of our specialty writers. Amongst others, Clifford Clawback's towering, and 
lengthy, 'The Force and the Fopndation' will give you plenty of cephalic cellulite to put on weight around 
the brain. But you can trim off those extra pounds with Anne Sinclair's weightloss clinic. Anorexic? Chew 
on David Anthony's 'The Brush' and for dessert try Kandy Mae Laughton's 'Life's Little Ironies'. Return for a 
late supper or early breakfast with regular's Errol O'Neil arid Sean Mee. · · . · 
ToadS ELL �28 
Buy or die! This is a brand new marketing strategy we're trying for the first time, and we've. already had 
encouraging results, especially with the 'I Am Not American' TorsoShirt. Our new Autumn range features 
the excitin,g Tony Fitzgerald co-ordinates, in Torso Wear to enhan�e any wardrobe. Check out the value, and 
the Free Offers in this financial quarter's bargain basement Autumn Sales Dep�rfment. · · 
ToadTESTS 
\ 
. 
. 
�30 
Speed up! Ten Reading Hazards ahead! The world is a bizarre place, especially when it's your Tenth 
Birthday, and here's the documentary evidence. This issue .features the Big Thing Story, Ten Best 
Conspiracies, Ten Worst Presents, Best Ten Movies, and the ·m�ga quiz, 'R U an Orstralian'. 
Toad SPEAK .. . . . � 33 
These are the demented ravings of real people with real feel.4lgs . . . 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
. 
. and let's face it, it's a damn sight safer than keepin' it bottled up. This is wh�re the paison sacs of toad 
knowledge burst. The north awakens the sensory apparatus of a southem:sybartte, the ph�ase :- . 
'masturbation of a nation' is fully revealed and poetry is viviSectep. Sean Mee re.ceives low voltage culture 
shock, and Chuck Zampieri finds ample amperage in Darling Harbour to chm,-ge a small. light brigade. 
. 
. 
. . 
The Cane Toad Times 
Amplexing the nation, a lot 
What was in issue #8, Cars and Romance? 
Wouldn't you like to know? It was so smutty it 
Ten big issues behind it, and a whole world of goo out there to muck about in the Cane sold out faster than a graduate from the Old 
Toad Times is powering in_ to_ ·_its next dec-issue. We say this to the media giant�: Don't Police Academy. If you've got any copies of 
f 
this one, send them back to us, so we can sell 
�rget abOUt OUr poison SaCS When you're squeezing US Or you'll get icky StUff all OVer them to you for $10.00 each. If you were ever 
your hands and down the front of your polo shirt. in love, had a car, or were in love with your 
L._ ____________ ___:_ __________________________ _j
car, you're going to need this issue in your 
Let's face it, any excuse 
for a navel gaze. No­
one else was going to 
write the history of the 
Cane Toad Times, so 
we thought we'd better 
do it ourselves, even if 
it is an unnatural act. 
Bath House first in the Cane Toad Times, 
even if you didn't know what it meant. After all 
when a group of ratbags join forces to fight 
the forces of evil and corruption Queensland­
style, it's not unnatural for them to develop a 
bit of an in-house style.· 
glove box. The "New Reich" magazine 
(remember the T Shirt that brought down the 
Petersen Govt?) parodied the Plain Some­
thing Or Other and did a darned good job on 
it, too. 
Let's face it, a week is a long time in 
politics, nine months is a long time in 
the womb, and 10 Issues is a heck of a 
long time in the life of an independent 
national quarterly humour magazine. 
Ten issues? Why gosh, that's only two 
and a half years. Well, no, in fact with 
#10; the birthday issue, Cane Toad The Early Issues . 
Number Nine... Number Nine... Number 
Nine ... Fear and Clothing - this was the really 
scarey issue where we laundered our sub­
scribers funds and put them all into a new 
semi-shiny card cover and an easy to read, 
easy to understand, fantastically easy to buy 
$3.00 package of "There were quite a few in­
dependent magazines and newspapers once, 
but now there's only ... the Cane Toad Times". 
Journalists sacked by Murdoch, Fairfax, et al 
all came to write and cartoon for us. We of­
fered them a chance to vent their spleens, 
and best of all: No Money Worries! Yep. No 
money. We did write to the Literature Board 
for a few crumbs off the Australia Council 
Cake, but they didn't even give us a soggy 
biscuit. Hey, but that won't stop us. 
Times Is now entering its fifth year of 
production. How slack. Oh, that's what 
you say, but you try it. T here was one 
calendar year (well twelve month 
period, give or take a month) when 
four Issues appeared. So there. 
Planning meetings and fundraising went 
on for a long time before we saw ink on 
newsprint with "The Queensland Issue" 
(sold out, sorry) in which we harpooned 
the media and poets - we've been feeding 
on that blubber ever since. The first Cane 
Toad Times survey of political parties set 
the benchmark of information that is really 
hard to layout. And let's face it in those 
days, Big T hings were huge. 
Where did we come from? Well, this incarna­
tion of the CTT with its pretty colours and 
probing digit of journalistic nous is in fact a 
phoenix from the ashes of a funny little folded 
thing filled with naughty cartoons and scrib­
blings founded somewhere 1976ish by our "
Th�r� are only. a. 
few. copies left of #2, 
· foretoads, working loosely (how loosely!) out .Religious Mrs�enes wh1ch Included the all-
of Planet Press. These original toads founded . time great quiz Ne you God?". · Wheeeeeere Jageddit? 
a magazine to bring laughter and truth into the #3, "Sex Leisure and Technology• had a 
hearts·and homes of a place that is no joke, strong Melbourne influence due to a cell of Of course along the way, the evil media 
Australia. Summertime, and the livin' was Cane Toad Royal Family expatriates. Big distribution robber barons were less than 
easy, but then came the winter of selling lots Things were even better and bigger than totally helpful, but let's say they gave us a 
of pieces of paper and the 'early Toad was before. Anne Jones sank the boot into Liver marvellous opportunity to develop and 
squashed on the road of life by a big .truck Babies. Killer Greely's ugly mutt first appears expand in untried areas and leave it at 
with Negative Cash Flow Ink written on the in a strip called "Sir James Argus, Chief of that. Which brings us to the always tricky 
sioe. . Police" by Dave Tyrer. Remember "The No- question of subscriptions. We want 4,000 
.Ancient History! Well, we don't really want to tiona! Times"? We had Russ on the back b 'b b X •1 . COver and dl.rt on everyone. It sold well - be- su sen ers Y mas or we I disembowel rake over those old coals, do we? If we star- 1 · b d 
d · cause 1·t had the word SEX ·1n b1'g letters on 
ourse ves m your e room. Honest. So 
te to ment1on names, wher.e would it end? 
Suffice it to say that some of the very same the front, of course. 
come on and join that brave band of 400 · 
Damien Ledwiches and Matf Mawsons to Why not compare our Queensland corrup-
subscribers who have already taken the 
name just two, are still with us. ' tion list in #4 "Food and Corruption" against 
amazingly simple step of always knowing 
Yes, in 1983 a brand new (some of them not the Lewis diaries. And as if that wasn't 
where their next Cane Toad is coming 
so new) bunch of Toads crawled out of the enough, Clifford Clawback fictionalised from, and SUBSCRIBE. 
slime that is Queensland to rub our warty and Queensland's larger than life politicians in And don't stop there, why not give a present 
poisonous skin on the body politic not to men- "The day the minister lost control". · of the Cane Toad Times to one of your many 
tion its humerus. One thing led to another and The huge selling #5 "Death and Style" was or only friends? They'll laugh themselves sick 
we sold a· lot of T-shirts and some of the when we finally got the technology under our all year long, and who will they have to thank 
magazines and gradually spread across the Macintosh control. A Killer Greely for it? You. And us. What a great team. 
land just like our nefarious namesake. double spread! Hat Drivers! An incredibly ex-· Don't ask us how we do it but here is the 
There were times when some of the jokes haustive and exhausting survey of 22 ways to Toad hopping into its tenth issue, big as, and 
might have been a bit obscure, but really, die analysed into 22 categories - pages and brighter than any number of humour 
there were at least 15 people in New Farm pages of death - talk about chopped liver! magazines we know put together in a row. O
f 
who knew what we were talking about. And Hey then came #6 "Science Fiction and the course we still rely heavily on Torso Shirt 
aren't you glad that you read about Bubbles Family". You'd better buy these up big be- sales and rummaging around the garbage 
cause one day it's going to be rare, but right bins looking for our next meal, much like a lot 
now it's not. Boy, have we got a lot of them of people are doing in this Birthday year. I tell 
under the house! If there was ever an issue of you what, if the CTT was running the Saliva­
escapism and psycho-analysis this is it. A lost tion of the Nation there'd be a lot more dead 
Star Trek script shot this issue into orbit and a poets hanging from public buildings. So! 
whole lot of stuff about growing up Australian Thought we'd forgotten about you scum, eh? 
landed it in a backyard near you. We know where you live, we know who sup-
We were just pushing them out by then. No plies the berets too! And the rhyming die­
sooner had SF and the Fam put the fear of tionaries. 
outer space greeblies into our readers than Where were we? Oh yes. Don't be surprised 
another searing, provocative, and above all if a whole lot of giant mutant cane toads turn 
HOT summer issue (#7) burnt down the news up at the Expo site this year and scare the 
stands. Another attack on Poetry (it wasn't warts .off busloads of tourists. You probably 
flammable enough), a guide to the hot spots st1ll th1nk that Ginger ' eadows was taken by 
of the world, and a weaty "Are You Hot" quiz, a croc? Nope, it was a giant mutant Bufo 
had this issue dribbling down your forearms (Cane Toad) Marinus. Honest. 
and into your armbands. The Toads 
Banana-a-go-go in Bicentennial fruit race 
Everything you buy or see has a little map of Australia on it these days. Maybe they think 
they're losing·us somewhere. Maybe we should tell the map applique industry to get lost. 
I went dow to the Bicentennial 
fruitshop and bought a Bicentennial 
banana. The ones with the stamp of 
Captain Cook on them. The stamp had 
not only squashed the banana but I 
could rub it off with my finger. So the 
Bicentennial bananas are in a bit of a 
mess. Apparently they're being reca · 
led and won't be reissued until they 
are restamped with a more permanent 
seal. 
The Bicentennial Oranges, on the other 
hand, are highly recommended as a source of 
resistance against the Bicentennial Cold, but 
beware, there is an inferior flu flying around at 
the moment which is masquerading as an 
official infection. This unoffical virus is simply 
cashing in on the hard work of the Bicenten­
nial Official Viral Development Committee 
which has put years into developing an infec­
tion worthy of being· included in the 
celebrations. 
Collectors should note that the unofficial 
v1rus, unlike the official virus, has little chance 
of becoming valuable and in no way should 
be considered viable as an investment oppur­
tunity. 
The Bicentennial Lampost has suffered a 
similar fate. Hopes were high at the start of 
the year that a truly classic lampost would be 
issued, but after months of discussions, the 
Lampost committee was denied official status 
becuase the Bicentennial Authority con­
sidered lamposts a Low Priority Public Con­
venience. And despite documentary evidence 
provided to the media that certain members of 
the Bicentennial Authority were involved in an 
illegal banana trade and were shareholders in 
the Big Banana at Colt's Harbour, it seems 
that the Lampost Committee will have to wait 
till 2088 tor another crack at a title, by which 
time lam posts will cease to exist. 
Martin Fripp 
Political power grows from the barrel of a gun 
Workers Victory in New South Wales Election? Well, that's the way Clifford Clawback sees 
it, and believe us, he has a deep understanding of how gun-toting maniacs think. 
The New South Wales Election has left 
the A.L.P. right-wing machine confused 
and annoyed. They can be expected to 
spend the next twelve months gazing 
deep into each other's navels and 
blaming anyone but themselves for the 
gigantic swings in traditional working 
class areas. What they don't realize is 
that the workers actually won. 
I do not suppose that Barrie Unsworth has 
read much Mao Tse Tung but his experience 
of the world should have alerted him to the 
tact that political power grows from the barrel 
of a gun. After all the police force isn't there 
just to collect bribes. 
Australian working class men may not be the 
smartest bunch of revolutionary theoreticians 
around, but they know enough about what's 
what not to give up their major source of 
power around the house, their guns. Of 
course guns are a crucial crutch to their col­
lective egos but one should not underestimate 
the therapeutic power of a week-end with the 
mates drinking rum and shooting anything 
that moves. After that they are so buggered 
that they can't be bothered with beating the 
wife or interfering with the kids all week. 
Sure, Barrie was essentially right. There is 
nothing so scary as a bunch of gun-toting 
maniacs in the throes of delerium tremens. 
The gun lobby is constantly pointing out how 
unpopular Australia was as a destination to 
the Japanese Army during WW II because the 
ninjas weren't that interested in confronting 
the bunch of heavily armed drunks that made 
up the Australian rural population. 
Barrie Unsworth was never going to win the 
election, particularly not while he persistently 
failed to mention the excellent economic con­
ditions New South Wales found itself in after 
the Bicenntenial binge. Instead he decided to 
ritually alienate the country vote with the 
closure of forests and the banning of guns 
and to continue to alienate the city greenies 
with stupid ideas like the Harbour Tunnel. 
They would have been better off keeping the 
country vote, the yobbo vote and even Laurie 
Brereton and the upwardly mobile spiv vote 
that he attracts. 
As it turned out, enough of the working class 
was willing to rat on their party to keep the 
guns. Of course the revolution might not ap­
pear that much closer but come the Next 
Great Depression, when the miners of 
Cessnock and Maitland are callously cast out 
of work, at least they will be able to go into the 
hills with their guns just like their dads did in 
the thirties. It won't be much of a victory but 
with a bit of luck they'll bring back a bag of 
rabbits that will feed the kids for a week. 
Clifford Clawback 
Boring old standard 
lamp post. 
Bicentennial lamp post. 
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Not one 
honest 
chemist 
A tale of terror tactics and 
political chemistry where 
smiling men in white who 
sell horny peds refused 
pay back the government 
a trifling $40,000 for 
overpayed prescriptions. 
Due to their swift, and 
totally unified response, 
the Government were 
forced to swallow the 
bitter political pill of class 
action. You too can get 
quick relief by applying 
the nostrum of the agit 
prop apothecaries. 
Years ago, before they became really 
famous, Mental As Anything arrived in 
Brisbane on tour with a poster featur­
ing a large, lurid, pink and green fairy 
cake. Down the bottom of the poster, 
in letters almost too small to notice, 
were the words "Not one honest 
chemist in Australia". 
Pretty weird, huh? 
In fact those words refer to one of the most 
successful political campaigns ever run in the 
history of this great nation of ours. A cam­
paign that was so swift, it passed most of us 
by - but not those sharp Mental boys. 
It was back in the days of the Fraser 
Government. 
Now that Fraser plays the elder statesthing 
with such style and the correct line on South 
Africa, it's hard to believe he was such a 
turkey prime minister, isn't it? 
But anyway, Mackellar was the minister con­
cerned, from recollection. Minister for Health, 
it must have been and he was in residence 
when the discovery was made. 
All chemists fill prescriptions for medicine 
under the National Health Scheme or NHS. 
The public pays a certain amount for scripts -
nothing if you're a pensioner - and the 
government picks up the rest. 
Over a period of x number of years, the 
computer had been accidentally overpaying a 
weeny, tiny amount on every single script it 
processed. And it sure added up. 
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Hit's just that ordinary people are more 
interested in 60 Minutes, the Brisbane Broncos 
and Kylie Minogue that they are in the 
spontaneous revolution of the masses." 
'By the time the discovery was made the 
average pharmacy had been overpaid about 
$40,000. 
Imagine how many chemists there are in 
Australia. One in every suburb. Almost as 
many chemists as there are Chines� res­
taurants. Multiply the number of chemtsts by 
$40,000 and you're looking at a lot of millions. 
So Mackellar did what the minister had to do 
in the circumstances, he announced that the 
money was missing and that it was going to 
be recovered - every chemist was going to 
have to pay the federal government $40,000 
immediately, if not sooner. 
So what did the chemists do? Bulkhead, of 
course. They weren't going to fork out 
$40,000 just because of some minor comput­
er error and they let it be known. 
Due to a bit of swift organisation by the 
Pharmacy Guild and a quick telephone tree, 
every single chemist in Australia sent a 
telegram to Mackellar telling him what they 
thought of the $40,000 idea. And a second 
telegram to Malcolm suggesting he purge his 
ministery of one Hon. Mackellar, Minister for 
Health. 
That was quite a few telegrams, let me tell 
you. Remember how many Chinese res­
taurants there are? 
sio1 e. ·, t fr-o� 
h·\s bC\+hroom 
\�s"\- h\�ht. 
The Liberal government's reaction was swift. 
The very next day Mackellar announced that 
the whole thing was a very silly idea, sorry 
about that chief. 
So, for an average expenditure of $15 9n the 
telegrams, every single chemist had saved 
themselves $39,985, thank you very much. 
They had also demonstrated that marching 
down the main street is not the on!y form of 
. direct action. 
Political power 
and how to get it 
If you want political power for its own 
sake, you're reading the wrong article. 
But while we're on the subject, there are two 
ways of achieving real political power for its 
own sake. Going into politics is a poor second 
to big business. Both involve mass!ve com­
promise, a heart of steel and the abltltty to do 
the numbers. 
This article is for those little people who just 
want to exploit the political and business 
power brokers. Like the chemists did. 
So if you've got a problem, work out who to 
attack to achieve the solution you require. 
First, you can't underestimate the power of 
having lots of people who agree with you. The 
marxists have got it partly right. It's just that 
ordinary people are more interested in Sixty 
Minutes, the Brisbane Broncos and Kylte 
Minogue than they are in the spontaneous 
revolution of the masses. 
But if you've got a lot of people on your side, 
use them. Try faxing your enemy. Several 
hundred people faxing a business cou!d 
screw up their machine for days. Au�tralta 
Post has a practically reasonable public fax 
service. 
And don't forget, even though business is 
more powerful than government • they 
crumble under the weight of huge numbers of 
consumers threatening never to buy their 
products again. 
Remember two Queensland cases of recent 
years. I 
When the Queensland government tried to 
sell off Lindeman Island National Park to East 
West Airlines for a resort development - it was 
the developers that cracked. And when they 
wanted to let ICI build a chlorine factory at Lyt­
ton, it was those ICI executives imagining 
dwindling profits who pulled the plug. 
If you have a business in your sights, always 
use the magic words - "I'll never purchase 
your product/service again". And make sure 
several hundred people make the same ter­
rifying incantation. 
With politicians the magic words are "I'll 
never vote for you again" but you have to 
make sure you live in a marginal electorate 
and have several hundred registered voters, 
in the same electorate, to back you up. 
And always use the media. Put out a press 
release at every possible opportunity. If that 
doesn't work, ring up the news editor, and 
start making demands. 
Or try civil disobedience. Stupid laws are 
made to be broken. It was the way they beat 
prohibition in the end. 
If you want more of a club atmosphere to 
your protest than the hurley burley of mass 
action, try banding together with a few friends 
and rent yourself a nice big roadside billboard. 
More BUGAUP than BUGAUP and you'll get 
some bonus media coverage if you make your 
political demands in an entertaining way. 
Sowing the seeds of 
discontent 
One of the damn silliest developments in 
recent years has been the multinational 
takeover of seed companies, complete 
with genetic engineering of their products 
and copyrighting of plant varieties. 
Many people complained, and petitioned 
and that sort of stuff. But the Seed Savers 
Network got the idea right - they just keep 
growing as many different varieties of plants 
as they can and saving them seeds. 
So if you want to flex your political muscles, 
just do it. It might not work but it can't hurt and 
you'll probably feel better. 
Anne Jones 
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New Ahern government? 
Same dog, same fieas 
· 
Born again or 
born yesterday 
A strange malady has descended on Queensland's body 
politic with the departure of antique relic, Sir Joh Bjelke­
Petersen. All of a sudden, conservative sections of the 
community previously allied with the former premier have 
been born again in the light of truth, justice and the 
progressive image. 
The people who were until very 
recently pillars of support for Joh's 
twisted view of the world have washed 
in the waters of rationality and are now 
outspoken advocates of economic 
equality, social reform and openess in 
government. 
The Queensland Cabinet is a very good ex­
ample of this weird affliction. Mike Ahern and 
his team are presenting themselves as the 
Bunch of (political) Softies. They are the fun 
loving, reasonable guys who aren't totally 
against the idea of 24-hr licensing and a bit of 
sex education as long as things don't get out 
of hand. 
Uniortunately when you scratch the surface 
of the Ahern Government and look behind the 
media image, it is the same old faces en­
gaged in the same old pig ignorance and con­
frontationist tactics that has made 
Queensland democracy a standing joke 
around the world. 
Despite their protestations of faith in 
democracy and the Westminster System they 
really are the same bunch of jerks that col­
laborated with the old fossil in some of his 
most disruptive, corrupt and downright crazy 
schemes and just to show that deep down 
things haven't changed, they are presently 
persecuting gays in the streets of Brisbane. 
The Queensland Justice System has also 
got the born again syndrome. They are all at­
tempting to bathe in the holy light of St Tony 
Fitzgerald as they rush to fervently support 
the independence of the judiciary in the 
crusade against badness of all kinds. The 
tempo has changed. No longer is any piece of 
paper presented in court by the police treated 
as holy writ. It is a bit harder for major drug 
dealers to take a walk after buying all the tick-
ets for the police ball. There is even the sug­
gestion, as they sit in the commission earning 
$5/minute, that there might be an outside 
chance of Justice blossoming in this state. 
Don't hold your breath. 
And probably worst of all is the Queensland 
Media. Now they are the crusading journalists 
who are a whizz at investigative reporting. 
They just love telling it like it is, keeping 
people informed of the latest dirt and breaking 
new stories. Have you been to a news room 
lately? It looks like the Daily Planet and all the 
journos come on like Woodward and 
Bernstein. 
They appear to have succumbed to collec­
tive amnesia. Try as they may, they can't even 
remember when they were fed like chooks by 
Joh every day and clucked off to faithfully 
reproduce every inane word of it without ever 
looking at the savagery and misery his words 
hid. But when you look at the media's simper­
ing subservience to Expo, their failure to fully 
report the plight of people made homeless so 
landlords can triple the rent for the duration of 
the event and their complete indifference 
about what happens to the site after the piss­
up, then you begin to wonder if much has 
changed at all. 
Even the State Opposition has got a new 
leader and a competent image but the same 
old dinosaurs still make up the majority of 
their parliamentary party and they show no 
desire to go away. 
All in all, Queensland is still a dangerous 
place to be. The cops will still heavy you if you 
walk on the streets after dark, the papers are 
still full of crap, the government continues to 
harrass its citizens and it all looks pretty 
familiar to this little black duck. 
Damien Simpson 
New hope for dead celebs in mystery sighting of The King 
Microsurgeon: Elvis still alive! 
Who was the strange anorexic man 
with the familiar face pressed against 
the railings of Gracelands just five 
nights ago? 
Some claimed that he looked awful familiar. 
Some swore that it was Elvis Presley come 
back from the dead. Police detectives called 
to the scene found nothing. 
It wasn't until this morning that a man calling 
himself Doctor Disney held a press con­
ference at the Beverley Hills Hotel. 
Bearing an uncanny resemblance to a Nazi 
medic whose name escaped everyone, DO 
claimed that he had reconstructed the dead 
bloated singer's body from a cutting he sliced 
from Elvis' body two weeks before his alleged 
death. 
"Ja" claimed the doctor, " I hal been excising 
ie fatty bits ov Elvis Presley undt wiz ze tech­
nique zat I am learning from my old teacher 
Herr Mengele, I am regrowink his body from 
his blue genes. I could not be letting zis great 
zinger be going offf to cuckoo land because of 
ze song zat rolls around in my head called ze 
wooden heart. Howeffer, he is still very weak, 
but we let him out to visit his old home for 
some publicity stills." 
Already, many Hollywood celebrities includ­
ing Eva Gabor, Lee Marlin and Ronald 
Reagan have signed up for a full course of 
treatment at the Disney Institute. 
Physics: hoist on the petard of clanging particles 
Scientists 
discover 
scary new 
atomic thing! 
Experimental work at the Los Alamos 
nuclear facility by a team of interna­
tional scientists has resulted in 
breakthrough in deciphering the intri­
cate interrelationship between the 
smallest particles of matter. 
Since the suppositon by a really old Greek 
guy, whose name I can't remember, that 
atoms existed, there has been a relentless 
scientific search that has resulted in the dis­
covery of quarks, mu mesons and neutrinos. 
In a piece of highly original thought the team 
at Los Alamos have finally cracked the code 
that holds our world together. 
"We knew we were looking for something 
that made no sense at all and changed its in­
ternal strucure as a response to environmen­
tal pressures in the atom; so we looked to the 
world of larger things for an explantaion and 
spent huge amounts of money till we found 
the answer. That new particle is called the 
Dork: a subatomic speck that spends it's time 
wandering around bouncing into the other par­
ticles at random and forcing them all into a 
corner where they bond together as a defence 
against it. Eureka. We had found it. And with a 
bit more Star Wars money we should have a 
Dork weapon ready for World War 3". 
The quintessential 
human experie"nce is 
revealed fully in sub'­
atomic physics. 
Piscean donor refuses liver baby front page transplant" 
Big fish refuses 
to swim into 
th-e hearts of 
millionsl 
Wallace Topey, the tiny tot with a 
thousand diseases, whose well 
publicised case has attracted attention 
from the medical profession 
worldwide, Is desperately searching 
for a donor to halt the crippling 
afflictions that have caused him so 
much suffering. Born three months 
premature in a car accident, doctors 
struggled to keep little Wally alive, as 
he could not breath, smell, touch hear 
see or even keep his food down. 
Researchers at the Hovarth lnstitue for 
Making Money out of Children with Lots of In­
curable Diseases have finally corne up with a 
cure: all that is needed is a liver from a big 
fish. 
However, as most fish have yet to issued 
with donor cards, a worldwide appeal has 
been launched. Less than 24 hrs later a mes­
sage was found in a bottle washed up on the 
beach not far from the Hovarth Institute. It 
read:" So you want my liver, so-called miracle 
of so-called medicine, eh? Well forget it. You 
want my liver so bad, then come and get it 
yourself, Wallace, you pathetic abnormality. 
Do the words fishing rights, culling and water 
pollution mean anything to you? Go jump in 
the sea. Signed Namu, and a whole lot of 
other fish you haven't caught yet". 
Up yours, says another 
big fish. Callous cod 
wallops Wally's big 
hopes. 
�7 
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Expo Aversion Therapy 
No-one really wants to go, but everyone else is going, so 
you just end up going anyway. They've given you a ticket 
and you land in Brisbane. Whoops, its the Ekka, but this 
time for 3 piece suits. So you want to get out from under 
those stupid sails and meet some people who don't want 
to sell you tractors, or biomedical technology, or nuclear 
power. Where do you go? 
Brisbane gets a lot of tourists, but we 
really don't know what to do with 
them. We don't think of Brisbane as a 
tourist destination. But still they flock 
here, so we treat them just like us, 
lor.als. Given proper training, that's 
what they become. 
You have to lie back in a squatter's chair on 
the verandah of a wooden house on stilts in 
Auchenflower with a cold beer/mango dac­
quiri, or you just won't understand. 
Basically Brisbane is a city covered with 
hills. This is its advantage over Melbourne -
the city that God ironed. Oh yes, and the 
weather. 
From any point you can look across a valley 
to green hillsides studded with red iron roofs. 
Beautiful, isn't it? Kind of brings a lump to 
your throat. It also brings a lump to the wallet 
of the local economy - mechanics round here 
make a lot of money replacing clutches. All 
those hill starts. 
For a perspective, drive up Mt. Coot-tha. 
And speaking of food, how much money 
have you got? This isn't Melbourne you know. 
Cheap gourmet meals aren't thick on the 
ground. Not like the police force is. The ratio 
of police cars to good cheap restaurants is 
about 100:1. 
To find a good feed at a reasonable price 
you have to have local knowledge. The 
Vietnamese Kim Than in Hardgrave Rd, West 
End is cheap and good. But it's not the place 
to . go with your secret lover. The whole of 
Brisbane's cogniscenti eats there. So head 
over the river to the Caxton St Brasserie. 
Everyone is there as well, but no-one cares. 
It's dark. It's late. Are you tired? Go to bed. 
You'll wake up in the morning and the weather 
will be gorgeous and it will be like this from 
. May to November. If you're very lucky we'll 
turn on a thunderstorm when the air goes 
green, tense and you can touch it. When it 
breaks you'll just want to stand out in it. That's 
Brisbane. You can leave that Expo stuff to the 
suits. They seem to like it. But they don't 
know which city they're in. They live in one big 
trade fair that materialises, hermetically 
sealed, on conveniently located industial al­
lotments, and then moves on to become 
some other country's PR exercise. 
Robert Whyte and Anne Jones 
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You'll be taken there anyway. It's always the 
first port of call for any visitor. It's hackneyed 
but still worth it. Mt. Coot-tha is up behind the 
Toowong Cemetery and the view goes from 
there to Stradbroke Island. The Brisbane 
River struggles sluggishly in the haze through 
St Lucia, Toowong, under the tangled 
spaghetti freeway and out to Moreton Bay. 
How about a mango icecream? You can get 
one from the kiosk. But don't try the res­
taurant. It's become a hot spot for Expo 
lunches. So say Syonara to Mt Cootha, and 
head back to town. 
Open season on openings 
But you'll have to get down and amongst it if 
you want to get some idea of the place. It's 
the little things that matter. Like those non-ex­
istent casinos. Sadly Bubbles Bath House is 
only a distant memory now, but a few places 
of ill-repute struggle on through the Fitzgerald 
enquiry. The Valley is more like sideshow al­
ley than Kings Cross, these days. Still, late 
any Friday or Saturday night, the curious can 
always sastisfy their longing for justice by dis­
covering just who did bomb Whisky-a-go-go. 
Even if you look like a journalist, the locals will 
tell you what's been common knowledge on 
the street for 15 years. 
If you'd rather not get the good oil on past 
police practices in perfidy, not to mention per­
jury, you could sample the delights of Bris­
bane's music, books, art, food ... culture, even. 
Elizabeth and Charlotte Streets are the 
mixed business end of Brisbane, a block 
away from the fluorescent, musakky Queen 
St. Mall that could be in any city. 
There are places where you can see good 
local art rather than trudging 2 km to see one 
good Boyd and a reasonable Tucker at the 
Queensland Art Gallery. You can see them 
back home, anyway. Try the nomadic John 
Mills National or Bellas Gallery at 499 
Adelaide Street, you'll find all the info in 
eye/ine magazine at the local newsagent-if 
you can pick your way through the semiotics. 
By all means visit the Queensland Art Gal­
lery, but leave quickly. Art Death is sudden. 
Sore feet, glazed eyes ... "Haven't I already 
seen that Tintoretto? Where am I? Who am I? 
What is this think we call. .. Art?" You'll notice 
visitors taking refuge in the gallery restaurant 
where instead of art they had the good sense 
to put up huge pictures of food. 
Bicentennial/Expo/Gratuitous Public Building not up yet? 
Well, here's how to open it anyway before the party ends. 
So you've got an opening due for the 
Bicentennial. In fact you're nearly up 
to the use-by date on the bicentennial 
open-a-new-monument scheme. But 
the dunnies aren't even finished yet on 
the Multi-Purpose Gala Arts and Bus.i­
ness Centre you're wacking up for 
nothing from a mega-buck government 
tender. 
No worries. The PR boys from the Premier's 
office have been down in the shed knocking 
up a media management scam for you. 
They'll get you open on time. 
Well, not exactly open. But the pictures go in 
the paper before the by-election. 
And you can tell the builders labourers to 
tuck off because the opening dates gone so 
there's no pressure to finish till the tricenten­
nary now anyway. 
The thing to remember is, in 1988 an open­
ing is not really an opening . 
Here is the code of excuses to get the scaf­
fold-shrouded white elephant to ribbon cutting 
stage: 
The Dopening: This is the opening on the 
date you were supposed to open anyway. The 
site looks is a muddy hole. Only a dope would 
believe it is open. Unveil the plaque anyway. 
The Eloping: This is where there's an elec­
tion coming on. No more justification needed. 
And make sure the papers realise that it's 
pure co-incidence the cheque book signers in 
Government are facin9 the polls next week. 
The Quopening: This when the Queen is 
out here. The old veil puller has got to be 
given a job. The tiara takes the attention of 
the cameramen off unlaid bricks on site. 
The Propening: As above, except a prince 
or some half wit Princess does the cord tug­
ging. 
The Clopening: Clear out the bulldozers, 
open the empty shell and make the families 
from the suburbs pay for a tour on something 
you call the Gala Preview Weekend. Then 
close ii down again for six months. Gets a 
cash-flow to cover the strike pay so you can 
get the rest of the site built. Handy for 
museums and exhibition centres. 
Who cares 
You know your building job is a cheap sop 
to a disenfranchised electorate anyway. 
The opening is a trick to make the 
General Public go through a half finished 
building site and make them dribble with 
joy like their staring at the Emperor's new 
clothes. 
And remember, whatever the reason it's not 
built by the contracted date, it was the union's 
fault. 
If the co-director's pissed off to Sweden with 
the tender money, the cheque from Public 
Works bounced, or the shonky cement from 
Taiwan set softer than a suet, just shut up 
about it. Bag the worker's instead. 
Remember 200' years from now, nobody will 
ever know th�, difference. 
Chuck Zampieri 
Hear/Say 
Expo Hearsay 
Contractor around town doing a great job 
with ceilings. Apparently our northern 
neighbours feel a little uncomfortable 
having ceilings much higher than they do 
at home, so about eighty EXPO flats and 
units are having false ceilings installed to 
calm the nerves of the homesick. No con­
firmation yet on the rum our that table and 
chair legs are receiving the same cus­
tomising treatment. 
And who were the Expo "visitors" being un­
loaded out of the shipping containers along 
with the rest of their exhibit at the EXPO site? 
Surely they couldn't have been the workers 
employed for $3 a day? Someone must have 
known abcut it, but hey, life wasn't meant to 
be easy, right? 
Meanwhile, how do you feel about suddenly 
being drenched by a jet of water a meter 
across with the force of about 10 fire hoses? 
That's what might happen if you stand too 
close to the edge of an Expo sail in a storm. A 
bit of bad weather blows up from the south 
east, the heavens open, and sploot, the amaz­
ingly efficient water gathering sails dump 
enough H� on your scone to cut the roads 
out of Birdsville for 200 years. 
Divine Letoff? 
A Brisbane stockbroker who suffered 
severly in the crash thought that it was 
just about the last straw when on Friday 
night after a few beers a friend in his car 
misdirected him the wrong way up a one 
way street. The Blue flashing light, the 
square headlights, etc. 
He was just about to submit to a breath test 
when a woman ran screaming up the street 
yelling: "They've stolen my baby!" She had 
parked her car in Brunswick Street and gone 
into a shop leaving the baby in the car. 
Thieves had stolen the car, baby and all. 
Torn between a putting the bag on a 
miserable stockbroker and a stolen baby, the 
police officer took hardly a minute before 
going after the baby snatchers. Who says 
God doesn't play the market. 
Inquiry Quotes. 
Yes, our Tony is certainly doing a good 
job. Where will it all end? And when is 
your turn coming? Let's face it, he can 
summon anyone. Here's a few Fitzgerald 
Inquiry quotes to give you an idea of what 
to say when it's your turn. 
Paul Clauson: "We are not going to rush into 
this like a bunch of headless chooks." 
Terrence Lewis: "It's amazing, to say the 
least, if a corrupt police officer can evade this 
net." 
Bjelke Petersen: "There may be one or two 
policemen who are not doing the right thing." 
(February 1987) 
Ron Kendall (the Cairns pimp): "I cannot 
recall... I do not recollect... I'm not sure ... I 
don't know ... " 
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Holy Mackeral! Dad's really gonna kill me this time 
Wait 'til your father gets home 
As the media has been quick to point 
out recently, we are becoming an in­
creasingly violent society. 
But what does it mean when an ordinary, 
everyday bloke bar-b-que's his beautiful 
snapshot family by setting fire to his fun-filled 
"Family Adventure" caravan while they're in­
side, with a complete disregard for the fact 
that it still has about six months of rego and 
another half dozen trips to Taree left in it? 
Or when the average dad on a murder 
suicide binge offs his sprogs with a couple of 
blasts from a shotgun in the middle of the 
night? 
It all begs the question: What strange forces 
are at work in the suburbs making the 
erstwhile dependable Dad a spouse snuffer, 
family flickman, and toddler terminator? 
Somehow you can't help thinking this in­
creasingly familiar family fate contradicts the 
traditional standards of Australian society - it 
may be a sign of the times, but it's just not on 
if it's not safe for the kiddies. 
Disturbing questions spring to mind with the 
rise in violent deaths, especially for those who 
still live with their parents, like: "Am I next?" 
Gives you pause to think, doesn't it? 
Well, is there a method to all this murdering 
madness? Can we merely write all these 
demon dads off as fanatical christians who 
see themselves (and their families) as martyrs 
to the inevitable disintegration of the family 
unit ("The family that blaze together stays 
together"). Do they all drive tow trucks? Do 
they have AIDS? 
Is !i1e answer in dad's genes? We all know 
violence breeds violence, and those who are 
bashed as children often grow to bash their 
own offspring. However, committing murder 
suicide, like sterility, is a condition that can not 
be inherited. 
Perhaps some dads seek the posthumous 
tabloid fame they receive after they have 
"space shuttled" their families. Does fleeting 
fame in death make up for a life of total 
obscurity? 
Or are they just ordinary Australian man who 
are sick of lawns, kids, telly and loan 
repayments? 
Picture the suburban dad. Trapped in a dull 
life, over his head in debt, feeling about as 
useless as a lucky charm on a cancer victim, 
he probably lives in a small, square, red brick 
building with all the character of a municipal 
amenities block. 
His backyard, no longer a place of peaceful 
rest or communion with nature, is instead an 
overgrown jungle he attacks every Saturday 
with all manner of chainsaws, mowers, whip­
per-snippers and mulchers designed to cut, 
mow, trim, hack, and grind any trace of living 
vegetation into a fine compost, which he sets 
alight to slowly smoulder as soon as the 
neighbours put out the washing. 
Can you blame him for trying to shoot his 
way out? 
The police - paid experts in violence - are 
stunned at homicidal tendencies erupting from 
average pillars of the community. Especially 
those who have everything a man. could want 
- all the trappings of success short of his own 
car space down at the pub: a beautiful family, 
their own business, a pool, a house with a 
double garage, an impressive collection of 
mail order shooting irons. 
No, the cops are as baffled as we are, and 
they have mixed feelings about their role in 
such cases. They feel appropriate horror at 
this violation of their perception of right and 
wrong, but this is balanced against a relief 
that no tricky investigations are necessary, as 
all suspects can generally be rounded up with 
a large bucket and mop. 
What's going wrong then, you tell me. Are 
Australians becoming dissatisfied with their 
traditional roles as parents? Mums and dads 
used to be content to pack the boys off to­
footy every week, and have nothing more on 
their minds than how long it was taking to pay 
off the family pool. 
But not any more. Even if he's really not like 
that, Dad already has to bash the shit out of 
the kids now and again just to get a little 
respect and beef up mums' tired old "Wait 'til 
you father gets home" routine? But is bashing 
really a deterrent anymore? Killing is much 
more effective. "Now, shutup Nigel, or when 
Dad comes home he'll get out the .22." 
John Craig 
70% of Americans preferred JIM for President campaign ads 
Killer candidate culled 
After a prolonged publicity campaign, 
it seemed it was money well spent by 
the Cartel Party to bring their can­
didate to the attention of the American 
public. 
The campaign featured TV ads designed in 
cooperation with Dr Edward Teller and 
Stephen Spielberg, newspaper and magazine 
articles co-written by Harold Robbins, Jac­
qeline Susan and the NASA computer, and 
radio ads reconstructed from the memoirs of 
Orson Welles. 
The CP wanted to put across that JIM, (no 
surname) would be the kind of person that 
had the wisdom of Solomon, the strength of 
an atomic bomb and the far reaching sex ap­
peal of Rock Hudson before he died of AIDS. 
JIM's policies include a plan to revegetate 
Mars, kill every non-American on the planet, 
and to make Musak the official anthem of the 
United States. In little over 2 months it 
seemed that JIM had taken an unassailable 
lead in the polls and was an odds on favourite 
to take over where Reagan left off. 
Today JIM is in gaol, awaiting sentencing on 
a number of charges ranging from breaking 
parole to ritual mass murder. 
Things started to go horribly wrong when at 
a press conference he was asked, "Where do 
you stand on mass murder?" Visibly shaken, 
he replied that he usually • ... stood quite close 
to the victim before he shoved a machete into 
their guts.· 
The next clue emerged at a fundraising 
benefit for the Incredibly Rich Sons and 
Daughters of America July 4th celebrations, 
when JIM hacked 43 people to death with a 
pate fork. 
In the ensuing melee his face was grabbed 
by a security guard and part of it came off to 
reveal well known identity Charles Manson. 
Campaign manager Abe Schriffin took it all 
in his stride when he announced that ·sure 
he's Charlie Manson. So what? Who'd you 
rather have running the country, a Democrat?" 
Unfortunately the friends and relatives of the 
recently deceased saw things in quite another 
light and have elected Morris the Cat; but the 
final word came from Mr Schliffin. 
·we spent over 5 million dollars to bring the 
American people what we see as the truth, 
and we don't spend that sort of cash without 
expecting a better than average return, and 
besides, we have an option on the cat" 
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Lookout! It's coming! Get out of its way! It's exposing itself! 
Expo has 
problems 
Expo chair Dr Lou Thrombosis admit· 
ted to a Blind Eye news team that con­
trary to popular belief Expo 88 is in 
deep shit. 
"For one thing" explained Big Ears, "the 
Japanese promised a video arcade that was 
supposed to be the last word in high-tech 
electronics, and all we've got so far is a few 
broken down space invaders machines and a 
really cheap transistor radio. And the French! 
They said they'd be doing a giant display on 
the peaceful uses of atomic energy. So we 
gave them one of the biggest pavilions and all 
they've done is pour a whole lot of yellow 
sand all over the place. They call it wonder 
sand cause it glows in the dark. I call it a 
bloody big mess. And now the local 
aborigines have cursed the goddamn site. I 
tellya, I'd be really surprised if this thing gets 
off the ground without seriously injuring a 
huge number of people. 
When questioned on the loyalty of his staff, 
Dr Thrombosis added "we've spent ines­
timable amounts of taxpayers cash to get the 
best integrity money could buy". 
Meanwhile, reports that Expo Oz had been 
caught in two compromising positions with a 
number of small children and two as yet un­
named police, have been vigorously denied. 
An intrusion bad 
enough to ruin a nice 
city ... and that's just the 
publicity campaign. 
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Masons all shook up. Watch out for shaky masonry. 
Masonic 
handshake 
given thumbs 
down! 
Delegates to this years Bicentennial 
Masonic Lodge Convention have 
broken with tradition and decided that 
the Masonic handshake, for many cen­
turies the secret sign of recognition 
between members of this· hidden 
society, should be dropped in favour 
of a more up to date signal. 
Citing that many members had given the 
shake while still under the influence of too 
much goats blood, alcohol, and strippers, and 
the resultant finger injuries had ended in large 
numbers of out of court settlements.The pos­
sibility that AIDS could be contracted was also 
put forward as an argument against the con­
tinued use of a handshake. 
Grand Master Sparkes then presented a mo­
tion to the assembly that in future Masons 
recognize each other by a complicated set of 
winks. "After all" , he said with a saucy wink, 
"it works pretty well in politics and business". 
Note the 
distinguishing wink of 
an otherwise inognito 
Mason. 
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MEANWHILE, IN NEW YORK, THE 
CRISIS FACING THE INTERNATIONAL 
WRESTLING FE{)ERATION DEEPENS. 
Somethin•s gofta 
be done! There's 
gotta. be a. _wa'j 
outa fhis Jam! 
Here is a News 
Flash! Pol ice 
/n Australia have 
failed to find 
any trace of 
famous escapee ... 
Klller 
Greely! 
Wrestling fans ar-ound 
the wor/J are haY7ging 
out for a title fight I 
It means there only 
three men left alive in the 
/WF top ten Ya.nkings! 
And Rockhea.d Rufheyford 
is schedt.Aied to meet 
8Yickwa II 
Brannigan 
next 
month.' 
Greely, who was Boggo Roaci Prison Wrestling 
Champion, will lose 
his title if he fails 
to defend if at the r\.f!! end of the month I 
}\ &.,twill he return 
to defend ;t? 
etc. etc. 
You Know who we 
men! lt5 kil/e' c,,.,t!Pti!J! 
SHOOT TO KILL! 
8rainbre4.ker 
Baker has just 
killed Ge I ignite 
:Johnston 
last ni9ht/ 
This means ... 
We aint got no 
contender! 
,_A SHOT 
AT THE 
TITLE I 
IT" WAS SUNDAY �lctHT. TREVOR.. 
PI�K.E.D ME UP lt-.1 HIS CAR. IT 5 C.OOL. f\ F�I...COt-.1 .SOO WITH 
MAC. Wl'tEELS At-.10 TWIN OVER­
�ERO CARBIE.$ ••• WHAT EVER 
1'HE'( ARE. 
THAT (iOT HIM. ND W\-\Et-.1 HE. 
ASKED ME. M'( DP.T€. Of BIRTH 
I KNE.W £XACTL'( W\H\i TO 
SA'{. l'O 8f..£N fRRC..TI SIN�! 
IT WAS REf\LL'( ACE� THE. 
DISC- JOCKE'( WAS So CUI£� 
l't-\ SURE HE. SMILED f\T ME.. 
Ht TliER.E. KIDS! 
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A . new perspective on land 
rights will be_ raised during 
Expo as Aboriginal activists 
·seek to highlight the plight of 
"white" Australians, particu-
.Iarly Queenslanders, \Vho are 
jncreasingly falling victim to 
the Japanese "invasion". 
Since 1986, the Japanese 
have been involved in more 
than 50 per cent -of property 
development in Queensland. 
� 19 
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SEND LOTS OF CASH IN THE MAlt! 
and receive Prizes, Rorts and Honours. 
Here's how easy it is to get started. Print your 
false name and address on the BCQ Mailing 
Label above, enclose the required amount of 
cash, paste on the POSTAGE-FREE Business 
Reply Label and mail. We'll rush you FREE AT 
NO EXTRA COST the Prize of your choice,_ 
plus our amazing Catalogue of Bribes, and 
who to offer them to. Show the catalogue to 
your friends in high places, or the police who 
pull you up for drink driving. It costs you a lot, 
and there's a real obligation to join, but the 
benefits are beyond reason! 
Thousands of bribes every year since 1859. 
GRAPHIC: DR STRABISMUS 
FATA 
T he lass who greeted Maria reception desk of the Weightless Centre resembled the 
lady from Entertainment This Week except 
something strange around the eyes. As a 
fact all the staff had this funny look, but they 
very slim and well groomed �nd that was. enough for us. Kimberly ( Call me Kimber, 
everybody does.") took our details a�d led me 
without Marie into a small room smellmg of fresh 
paint. 
"Weigh-in time", she chirruped cheerfully, 
"Unclothed, of course," she added, before discreetly 
leaving the room. I was glad Marie and I were being 
weighed separately, no-one had seen me unclad for 
years except my husband Bob and even then o�ly 
under special circumstances. I pulled off my Maggte­
T Big Big Rubens Ken Done _H;rrbour Bridge �-shirt and wriggled from my Jumpm Juno slacks. Kimbe� 
and a pretty assistant both in white short-sleeved 
jumpsuits with the Kathy Corsini logo on the pocket 
and sporting surgical masks, returned _ and I closed 
my eyes in shame as they read my wetght from the 
scales. 
"Ninety-seven kilos," Kimber reported nonchalantly 
as the other lass recorded it in my chart. "That's 
bigger than a brick shithouse, but lighter than the 
AMP building," she quipped. 
I must have winced in embarrassment and Kimber 
was quick to assure me that there were larger ladies 
in the world. I looked sceptical so she reeled off a list 
of names, some from the world of politics, others 
from showbiz. Oh yes, she said, Sally-Anne Atkinson 
had been the size of a small backhoe before she took 
the Corsini treatment. And Jacki MacDonald was so 
obese as a child she had to be cut out of the toilets at 
the Coorparoo Primary School. Now, thanks to the 
Corsini Clinic, both were high-powered, high profile 
superwomen. So many names of slim, glamourous, 
successful women followed, that my skepticism 
vanished, and I was at once relieved and enouraged. 
The Clinic's fantastic record had me believing already 
that this time the old weight would 'come off'. 
I was next led from the weigh-in room to the 
sumptuous office of Kathy Corsini herself - a fortyish 
brunette who looked vaguely like someone I met 
once except with a better figure. Kim manouevered 
me into an upright wooden chair in front of Kathy's 
big desk and then positioned herself quietly by the 
office door. Ms Corsini regarded me critically for 
what seemed like five minutes, eyeing my jowls and 
chins, sags and bags. . 
"So, tried everything, have you?" she finally asked 
in husky tones, staring deep into my eyes. 
"Oh yes," I gushed, "Pritikin, Scarsdale, Fit-For-Life, 
Israeli, Beverley Hills, Atkins, Weightwatchers ... " 
I then mentioned two leading slimming gurus. 
"Enough!" she snapped angrily, holding up a red­
talloned hand in protest. Seeing I was taken aback, 
she continued more softly. 
"To put it bluntly, these women are cold-blooded 
murderesses who would pick the fillings from your 
teeth as you lay in your burial box. And if your 
tongue was swollen in death she would snip it out 
and feed it to her clients as diet food. I know thes� 
women. As a matter of fact, and I am not proud of 
this, they were both trainees of the Corsini Institute. 
There are many confidence tricksters in this game, 
Mrs Feehely,,and one must watch one's arse." 
Anne Snclair 
i>PJct:et:>t:u with yourself?" she purred. 
. .  · wbrking miracles, Ms Corsini. I'm as 
as-,punch." 
Stage 2?" 
the first I'd head of any Stage 2. 
course " I said without enthusiasm. "But what 
it invol�e? I'm afraid if I spend any more time in 
. Centre my husband will brain me." 
"Actually your gym time will be cut in half, Pam," 
� she explained. "You'll actually be able to eat m?re, g exercise less, yet lose weight faster than you are nght 
u now." 
� "And the cost?" I queried, still unconvinced. 
5d 
"Pam, Pam, Pam," Kathy said wearily. "There are 
I nodded in 
more than a 
shysters. 
"I hope you are not too perturbed bY_ my 
forthrightness. We do not �be to gentle cajolery 
or fruitless persuasion he� !-Corsini's, we are after 
results. At times we will se� unkind, even cruel, but 
we will hijack the fat from your overstressed carcass, 
Mrs Feehely, and we will flush it down the drain. Are 
you with us?" 
"Oh yes, yes, yes," I blathered, tears in my eyes. 
"Kimber, the contract!" 
Without stopping to think or read the terms. I stratched my signature o!!fpage after pa�e whtle 
Kathy Corsini's eyes borecf'into me. I was m such a 
rush to sign away my overstressed carcass that I was 
startled to find Kimber standing next to me with a 
syringe in her hands. 
"A simple blood sample is required, my dear, �o 
ensure your obesity is not the result of ce_rtam glandular conditions," Kathy Corsini explamed, 
laughing at the expression on my face. 
At first Kimber had trouble locating a vein in my 
well uphostered limb but finally managed to take her 
sample. As I dabbed at my puncture wit� � piece of 
gauze a strange thing happened. Ms Corsm1 took the 
syringe, placed a few drops of my blood onto h�r 
tongue and licked the last page of the contract. Agam 
she seemed to read my thoughts and laughed. 
"Merely for luck Mrs Feehely, and we might need a 
little bit of that, don't you agree?" 
The next few weeks were a whirlwind of activity 
and therapies - massage, exercise, a�d of course, a. 
special take home diet - Corsini Cuisine. I attended 
the Centre three times a week at first, and then as the 
weight melted away, more frequently. This began to 
disturb my normally patient husband, who became 
fretful at my long absences and the fact that he had to 
cook his own meals. I was supping exclusively on 
Corsini Cuisine with a willpower I'd never displayed 
before. Bob tried some early in the piece but said it 
reminded him of pet food and the texture made him 
sick to the stomach. But he was pleased with the 
results I was getting. My body was changing, 
slimming, toning. 
_ Three weeks into the program, Kathy Corsini herself 
called me into her office, checked my weight and 
exercise record and smiled at me like the proverbial 
cat who'd just swallowed the canary and still had 
feathers stuck to its paws. 
no hidden costs in the Corsini Program. You've 
shelled out all you're going to shell out. Now it's our 
turn." 
I had to agree. After all, they'd done the trick so far. 
I received my first injection then ·and there fi?m 
Kathy Corsini herself. She mentioned she was a tnple 
certificate sister and I really didn't feel a thing. I 
couldn't say the same for the shots Kimber gave me 
every day after that. If this one's a nurse, I thought, 
I'll eat my hat. 
In reality though, I couldn't eat very much at �11. . 
The huge appetite which had plagued me all my hfe 
all but disappeared. I continued to lose weight and 
felt fit and powerful - strangely powerful. Once, 
while in a hurry to finish the housework an� attend 
the Centre, I ripped the cold water tap, plumbmg and 
all, right out of the sink. Bob was furious_. Another time when he was late for work because hts car had 
stalled I helped him clutch start it by pushing it 
uphill out of our drive. Bob sai� nothing that time, 
just drove away form our house hke a bat out of hell. . 
Our marital relationship began to disintegrate 
rapidly. Bob started out complaining about my long 
absences from home - by this stage I was attending 
the Centre six times a week. In tum I grew tired of his. 
endless whingeing and during the first re_al fight 
we'd had in our lives I accidentally broke his collar 
bone by throwing him across the room into the walk-
in wardrobe. · 
But to tell the truth, I couldn't give a hoot about Bob 
and his anxieties. I started staying over at the Centre 
and within another fortnight had moved in 
permanently with my friend Mar�e who was havi�g 
similar problems at home. We hved a sp�rtan hfe 
behind the gym in a small unused office whtch Kathy 
Corsini leased to us at a very reasonable price. 
I had lost 40 kg in eight weeks and was busting to 
lose more. The · program was rigorous � weight 
training frpm six to ten in the morning followed by 
an hour of massage. After a small lunch we powered 
through a three hour jazzercise class and ended the 
day with a two-hour session in the Musclemind Suite 
where Kathy (a trained hypnotherapist) would put us 
into a deep trance to tone and strengthen our 
unconscious minds and motivations. 
What really went on in those sessions was a mystery 
to us. One moment we were in a trance, the next we 
would awaken relaxed and refreshed with no 
memory of what had transpired under Kathy's 
hypnotic guidance. However, we all agreed we felt 
more focused, more determined than ever to shed, 
shed and shed some more. 
Continued next page � .2-1 
FATAMORPHOSIS continued 
I was so engrossed in the Centre and iny emergent 
form that it took me a while to realise that poundage 
was not the only thing I was was shedding. I was 
losing my hair! . 
"Sloughed off fat cells," ·Kimberley assured me, 
guaranteeing it would grow back and citing her own 
lovely tresses as an example. Indeed my hair did 
grow back and in a fetching reddish shade, but not 
only on my head- soon a fine fuzz covered my arms, 
legs, buttocks and torso. My friend Marie confided 
the same thing was happening to her except her hair 
grew back a speckled mousey colour. 
"Must be those injections," I speculated as we huf­
fed and puffed on the multi press machine. 
"So what!" Marie countered. "They're working 
miracles on these old puddle guts. I wouldn't stop 
having those needles for nuts." 
I had to agree and we shared endless tubes of 
depilatory cream in our efforts to maintain a human, 
, if not feminine appearance. 
It was about this time I started having the 
nightmares. One morning I woke up screaming after 
having dreamt I was nibbling on berries and looked 
down to find that I was clutching them with what 
appeared to be animals paws. Once again I confided 
in Marie who reported shakily that she too was 
experiencing strange dreams. Hers involved long . 
nocturnal forages along tree branches and a desire to 
toss plum stones down onto the neighbours' tin roof. 
It was all starting to get a bit heavy. 
One by one the other slimmers began reporting 
similar symptoms. I started noticing the tell tale­
bulges of animal tails straining through the pink and 
black lycra swishing around me in the gym. After I 
found Shauna Collingwood hanging upside down 
.from the bar clutching half a paw-paw the awful, 
terrible truth dawned on me. Kathy Corsini was 
turning us into marsupials. · 
But by then it was already too late. Marie, half 
possum, and me fifty per cent 'roo could not dial the 
police for quids with our strange paws nor even turn 
a �imple doorknob. 
The last stage of our hideous transformation was 
rapid. Kathy, Kimber and the others herded us into 
the Musclcmind Suite for one final session - 'roos, 
possums, platypi, koalas to the woman. For the first 
and only time Kathy dispensed with the trance and 
we were left cowering and screetching in terror as she 
and Kimber quickly left the room. I watched in 
loathing as they donned special 'space' suits and 
surveyed our menagerie from a thickly-paned safety 
. booth. A sudden blinding flash of light made the girls 
squeal even louder. 
"They're bombarding us with some sort of X-Rays!" 
I screamed, but human language was. beyond me. 
Sure enough when vision returned to our light 
tortured yes it became obvious even to the. dumber 
of us that we were no longer human. . 
The evil matcrmind and her helpers worked quickly 
with whips and electrified cattle prodders, mustering 
us into cages which were lifted onto the back of a 
truck behind the centre. I was one of the last aboard 
and had time to sec workmen hurriedly rip down 
"Kathy Corsini' signs and logos from the building, 
eradicating every last trace of the Centre's existence. 
"My God, what do they have in store for us· now?" I 
thought to myself as the truck rattled off and· Marie 
clung to my neck with razor sharp claws. I got my 
answer when the huge white sails of Bdspane's Expo 
88 cenJre came into view. 
"Lord!" I cried, "They're going to put us oh show!;' 
As I was led, chain around my riec·k, into my new 
home - a pen inside the. Qucel\sland Pavilion. I 
spotted Kathy Corsini chatting cheerfully to a tallish . 
. man. 
"You've done an outstanding job, Judith," he said, 
as clear as a bell. "Polite Queensland society will 
welcome you back with open arms. You're worth 
every penny." 
· 
"I'm just glad I had this opportunity to show you 
. what I could do, Mike," she replied. "This bunch of 
furries _arc as fit as fiddles, easy to control, and great 
little performers. They'll be the pride of the Pavilion 
and afterwards you can flay them and sell their furs 
· and the .animal liberation groups won't be able to 
touch you.�' · · · 
·. 2 2 �- "You �itch, Judith, you've got away with .it again!" .6. 
GRAPHIC: NERISSA LEA 
LIFE'S LITTLE 
I R 0 N I E S Kandy-Mae Laughton 
I t had been a long hard day and I was glad to be walking home in the rain. During the morning I had little opportunity to glance up from the 
kitchen bench, past the greasy window-sill and out 
into the day. But at the first lull between the lunch 
orders and dicing mushrooms for the gravies, I 
quickly stole a look out through the open window. 
The sun was hidden by the dark clouds brewing in 
the northern sky. 
It looked like a fierce storm and I worried that I had 
left my bedroom window open at home. 
It was between that moment of thought and worry · 
that I chopped the top off my left thumb, nail and all. 
The blood gushed out like a broken waterpipe across 
the chopping board and the knob of flesh was wiped 
up and thrown out along with the mushroom stalks. 
The Chef had made me glad-wrap the stump until 
the onions and the parsley had been chopped as well, 
before I could go home. What could I do? 
The four mile walk home usually gave me an 
appetite for dinner but today the throbbing in my 
hand not only killed my appetite but made me feel 
. quite nauseous as well. Not only that, but in the rain 
the rubber on my new thongs was rubbing skin off 
between my toes. 
Bill Smith, my neighbour, drove past and beeped 
the horn and waved at me. It was all I could do to 
raise my bag of dirty work clothes and wave back. It 
looked like a new car too. Bill must be doing well at 
the bank. 
It .·was slow going. My clothes were heavy and 
sodden and a wind had blown up, so I was walking 
· directly into the rain. My face stung, my feet were 
sore� ari.d my hand was throbbing. At last I reached · 
the front fence of my house and staggered through . the spoce where the gate used t6 hang. 
. Inside the house it was warm and dry, except for my 
bedroom! I had left the window open that morning! 
The bed, the bed covers, and the pillows were 
dripping onto the ·already soggy carpet. I closed the 
window and went through to the kitchen to sit down 
and have a cup of tea. Then as I turned back from 
plugging in the kettle, thinking that I really should 
take the glad-wrap off my thumb and bandage it 
properly, I tripped over .a forgotten saucepan lid on 
the flom and fell bashing my temple on the corner of · 
the kitchen table kri<?cking me into unconsciousness. 
I don't know how iong I stayed there on the floor: · 
Whether it was the sh0ck my body was in because of 
all the blood r had lost from my hand wound or 
whether it was the knock to my temple, but I never 
got up again. I think f died about the same time the 
kettle boiled dry. :· . 
Now you probably think because of all my pain and 
misfortune that I died. and went straight to Heaven. · 
Not so, apparently. God thought all my bad iuck and 
sorrow had been self-inHicted by my own foolish and 
uncaring attitude .. It. was all written in my letter of 
disapproval: 
· 
1. Lack of conce.ntration while working 
2. Insufficient care and consideration taken 
regarding repair fo body, 
· 
3. Lethargy wh.eri. walking home and waving to 
neighbour.·  . 
4. Not maintaining J!laterial possessions­
(a) The gateless fence · 
(b) Theforgotten.windo� 
(c) The saucepan lid obstacle· 
and lastly, ·. . 
. 
· 
· 
· 
· 
5. Not honouring God. (which I presume meant I did 
not say my Prayers 'while lying c0matosed and 
bleeding to death·on the floor while the kettle 
boiled dry). · · . . 
So here lam, through- the gates of Hell, doing my 
penance chopping chillies. for the gray)r for ·dinner, 
thinking that if jt·hacf p.ot 'rained that day, l would not-:--­
have worried abouf leaving the bedroom window 
open at home.. · 
It was bet-ween that moment ofJ)•ought 
and -worry that I chopped the.top off' my' 
lef't thumb, nail and all .
. 
_
.
' . · 
· 
CLOAK OF INVISIBILITY SeanMee 
H ello? Oh look, I want to upgrade my 250cc licence to an open rating. What? Another test? Lessons? With a recognised driving 
school? Oh, you can recommend one, can you?" 
You may have experienced this or similar, but still 
you ride or drive. After a while you begin to observe 
that you tend to do things that little bit differently. 
How life has changed since you came out from under 
the benevolent, if corrupted wing of the law. 
There I was, travelling in a line of traffic late one 
night in a state of reasonably subdued par�noi�, 
knowing that I was relatively safe when travellmg m 
lines of traffic. 
Just don't get clever and try to pass anyone. 
I was remembering all this when, all of a sudden, 
the car in front of me, a small suburban vehicle, was 
hit very hard by something travelling much too fa.st coming from the right. I just managed to avmd 
getting involved. 
As I glided past, I saw what had happened. 
Apparently another motor cyclist had come out of a 
side street in illegal haste and collected the car. I 
couldn't see the rider at all but I knew he had to be a 
kindred spirit. I knew he was unlicensed. I just felt it, 
that's all, OK? His bike was a complete mess; bits and 
pieces of it littered the road. I stopped a little way up 
and went back to help. 
As I approached the accident scene, the driver of the 
car was crawling out of the driver's side window. 
Once on his feet, he looked at the car for a moment 
and then started waving his arms and pointing at the 
relevant bits of his damaged car, saying, 
"We've had a accident! We've actually had an 
accident! I don't believe it! An accident! We've had an 
accident!" 
He looked terrible. His face was ashen, his eyes 
were wild and dark. He had blood trickling from the 
sides of his mouth. His teeth were sticking out 
through his lips. Then I realised this was because he 
was dressed as Dracula. His coat had 'Rcnt-a-Drac' 
emblazoned on the back. He was obviously unhurt. 
There was a girl in the front passenger scat still in 
her scat-belt. She was just sitting there mumbling, 
"We've had a accident... We've actually had an 
accident... I don't believe it ... An accident ... We've had 
an accident ... " 
She also looked terrible but I put this down again to 
make-up. I went in search of the motorcylist. 
At first I couldn't find him but I wasn't looking far 
enough. He had gone over the front of the car and 
had flown right across the street and beyond. He had 
been caught by a cyclone wire fence much in the 
same way a catcher takes a baseball. So he was lying 
on the ground by the time I reached him. He was 
repeating the word "Fuck" many times. 
Naturally it was left to me to say something 
irrelevant like, 
"Arc you alright?" 
He immediately sprang to his feet. 
"Can ycr give us a hand with me bike?" he said 
quickly as he headed onto the road. 
He limped quite noticeably but it seemed to be the 
least of his worries. I instinctively followed him. 
He was a slight bloke in ill-fitting dirty bike clothes. 
He slid along in old badly scuffed riding boots that 
_ were obviously several sizes too big for him. His 
jeans were at half mast so it looked like he had shat 
himself. Not that I would have been surprised if he 
had. It wouldn't have mattered. This guy was grubby. 
Not that I'm "Dirtist" in any sense. If people don't· 
wish to wash that is their concern. His hair was lank 
and had been pulled back with one of those wide 
rubber bands. 
"Whcre's your helmet?" I asked. 
"Don't wear the fucking things. Can you help me 
lift her up?" 
He was referring to what was left of the bike which 
appeared to be just the frame and the engine. Luckily 
the wheels were still attached but not much else. 
Together we lifted it upright. The handle-bars were 
bent at right angles. The scat had ended up where he 
had fallen so as he looked over the bike 1 went back 
to get it for him. 
By this time there were several other people about 
and things were getting a bit confused as they always 
do. I reached the seat and looked back and he was 
gone. He and the bike were gone. I had the seat but 
he was gone. 
I asked someone where he had got to. 
"Who?" 
"The bike rider, the guy who hit the car," I 
answered. 
"I didn't see anybody. I thought it was a hit and 
run," said the bystander. 
"Look I've got his scat here. He was just there," I 
said, pointing to a lonely pool of oil on the road. 
"A BMW," he speculated, looking at the seat, "I just 
live there, maybe I should go and call the police." 
A police siren suddenly became quite apparent. 
"That was quick," I quipped. 
Indeed, a real police car with lights a-flashing and 
sirens a-blaring came hurtling up that same side 
street that the bikie had a few seconds before and 
ploughed into the same car as well. 
Dcja-vu! I tell you I love coincidences . 
A extremely upset policeman got out repeating 
"Fuck" many times at the top of his voice. He 
slammed the car door loudly and kicked the driver's 
window in. 
Dracula of the now really badly damaged car was 
screaming, 
"We've had another accident! We've actually had 
another accident! I don't believe it! Another accident! 
We've had another accident!" 
"Shut up, dcadshit, or I'll personally stuff your head 
up your arse!" yelled another policeman ' who had 
been in the passenger seat. 
For some reason only known to himself, he had his 
gun drawn. This scared the pants of everybody. That 
was probably the reason. 
"Did anybody sec a guy on a BMW motorcycle go 
past here?" 
"I've got his scat if that's any help," I stammered. 
The policeman was bringing his pist?l to be.ar, preparing to shoot me, when another pollee car w1th 
lights a-flashing and siren a-blaring came up the 
same street. It narrowly missed the first police car 
and clipped the Dracmobile. It then hurtled down a 
street further along. 
"We've had another accident! We've actually had 
another accident! I don't believe it! Another accident! 
We've had another accidcnt!"It then hurtled down a 
street further along. 
"The fucker must have gone that way, Bevin!" the 
policemen yelled to each other as they scrambled 
back into their damaged car and sped off in hot 
pursuit. 
"I don't believe this is happening," quietly bleated 
Dracula with the scrio.usly written-off car, "It's 
unreal." 
A few people giggled. It was all over. The tow 
trucks were arriving and the girl from the 
Dracmobile was being helped into someone's house 
for a nice hot cup of tea and some TV before the 
ambulance arrived. 
But you must believe me, the rider and his 
motorcycle had really disappeared. The bike had 
been obviously unridcable. Even if he could have 
wheeled the bike away he would have been seen. The 
police were chasing him through half of the city but 
they would never catch him. He had gone. 
There was only one answer. He had simply slipped 
on his cloak of invisibilty and slunk off into the night. 
The quintessential unlicensed motorcycle rider. A 
road warrior, using the ancient dark arts of Merlin to 
avoid detection. One who roams the night seeking 
adventure; a modern pixie who delights in 
tormenting authority. 
But I had his seat! The hard evidence of his 
existence. So as soon as I was sure no-one would 
notice, I put it down cardully on the ground in front 
of me, whispered the ancient celtic incantation, 
slipped on my own cloak of invisibility and quietly 
rode away. 
THE BRUSH D�dAnthony 
0 ne very early morning I woke up in the 
gutter. I couldn't see far either way down 
the street because of the morning mist but 
the moisture in the air felt quite refreshing after my 
depressing night getting stinking drunk. And now I 
was hungry. I searched all my pockets in the hope I 
might have grabbed a handfuls of peanuts in the bar 
the previous night. No peanuts. Nothing. Just a brush 
in the deep pocket of my great coat. 
It was an old scrubbing brush which I had found a 
few days after I had left home. Then it all came back 
to me. I had left home because of Dad. He was very 
strict with me and finally I'd had enough. I left him. 
He drove me to drink. I really shouldn't have done it 
because Dad and I were the only family we each had. 
I never knew my mother. She died before I was born. 
The brush was grey and splintery with well worn 
synthetic bristles. 1 really don't know why I kept it. 
But it was all I had. So I sat back down in the gutter 
and stared at it. 
"You're up a bit early," came a rather stern voice. 
"Spent the night in the gutter, I suppose." 
I looked at the tall, lanky and seemingly tired, 
policeman. "Hello, Officer. You gonna charge me?" 
"No," he said. "Do you mind if I sit down beside 
you?" 
I made an inane remark about pulling up a bit of 
gutter. We both just sat there talking about nothing in 
particular for a while. I noticed he was staring at my 
brush most of the time he was talking. He had 
apparently spent the night on the beat and was now 
very weary and hungry. As we talked, I felt we were 
alone in the world. Our voices echoed softly through 
the street. 
"You wouldn't happen to have something to eat," 
said the policeman ogling my brush. 
"Not really," I said, "but I do have this brush." 
"It's a big bmsh," he said. "You won't be able to eat 
all that yourself." 
He took the brush away from me and tried to break 
it with his hands. That didn't work so he took out his 
penknife and cut it in half. We then had half a brush 
each. This was an intelligent policeman. I hadn't 
thought before that I could have eaten the brush. 
I started picking at the bristles but my friend in the 
constabulary bit ravenously at it. "Good," he 
munched. "Very good. The wood is very tender. The 
older the brush, the better it is. Just like wine." 
The bristles were rather difficult to chew so I just 
swallowed them altogether and bit off small morsels 
of wood. I spat out the rather unsavoury bits into the 
gutter. The wood was very tender just as the 
policcm<v1 stated. A salty taste. I am sure, however, 
that the cool atmosphere of the morning added to the 
pleasure of this meal. 
The policeman finished his bit of the brush before I 
finished mine. I'm a very slow and careful eater, 
especially when I don't know where my next meal is 
coming from. The policeman used an uneaten bristle 
to get the splinters out of his mouth and then he ate 
it. He looked quite satisfied and said, "Thanks, son. 
You don't know how hungry I was." 
I smiled and said 1 was glad to serve him. He really 
did appreciate my sharing the brush with him. He 
tousled my hair as he stood up and walked away into 
the fog. 
That was my first brush with the law. 
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GRAPHIC: JOHN CAREY 
B risbane in December - it might be wet or it might be dry, but it is always hot. As the month wears on, the city slowly grinds to a 
halt. Nothing can move in this heat. The populace 
survive in a haze of alcohol, in front of the fan, never 
far from a swimming pool. 
At night the heat lifts a little and the people come 
out to drink some more at the pubs and clubs. Then 
at ten the bars close and everyone crawls home to fall 
into a stupor. As they stumble from their cars, they fix 
their lovers with half-crazed stares and slur out the 
only truth they know: "It's the only way to beat the 
heat". 
A few misguided citizens wander the streets, 
looking for a breeze, mouths gaping, not pissed 
enough for their own good. The police sit in their cars 
- watching, sweating, waiting for trouble but the city 
has shut down. Well, almost ... 
The lights still burn at Parliament. The Premier is 
shoving development legislation through the only 
House of Parliament in the State. While the people 
twist and turn under their mosquito nets, political 
debts are being paid. The Premier is confident in the 
knowledge that the Opposition is so pissed that they 
won't raise any objection, and even if they do it is 
already too late for tomorrow's papers. By the day 
after it will all be old news and people will be too hot 
and hung over to concentrate on politics. 
Down the Valley, the girls are doing a roaring trade. 
Men too hot to sleep are on the prowl. A quick dip at 
Cuddles Spa House and then fifteen minutes physical 
exertion before they head home to the wife and kids 
and, at last, sleep. Upstairs, the casino is just starting 
to get underway. Off-duty cops rub shoulders with 
publicans and professional punters. The roulette 
wheel spins and the ball falls ... Double zero again, the 
third time tonight. Some of the losers turn and 
motion to the waitresses for another drink, on the 
house. Of course there are no winners but the house. 
A wry smile spreads across the face of Detective 
Superintendent Maloney as he pushes himself back 
from the table. He looks at himself in the mirror and 
shakes his head. Behind the mirror, Tony De Luca 
laughs and slaps his brother Gerry on the shoulder. 
"That cop is a funny guy," says Tony. "He's got a 
real sense of humour." 
"He's no dummy, a connected man who's always 
thinking, but remember ... " Gerry says. 
"Yeah, he'd fuck you up the arsc as soon as spit on 
you." 
Maloney walks up to the mirror and adjusts his tie, 
slowly the small, wry smile spreads across his face 
and becomes a big fat leer. 
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"Oh god", says Gerry. "It looks like he wants some-
thing." 
"You'd better go and talk to him," says Tony. 
"I'd rather fuck a corpse," says Gerry. 
While they are still caught in their moment of 
indecision, Maloney turns and walks past the mirror. 
Almost immediately, the door crashes open and 
Maloney saunters through. 
"You guys are so cheap," Maloney says. "You run 
the dumbest, shonkicst game in town." 
"We run the only game in town," says Tony. 
''Yeah, but three double zeros in one evening is a bit 
rich," Maloney glowers. "You walking turds owe me 
six hundred bucks." 
"What for?" says Gerry, honestly amazed. "The man 
has already been through this week. We are totally up 
to date." 
"That's what you slimy arseholes have gypped me 
tonight," Maloney cast his eye around, looking for 
something to break, something of moderate value but 
without sentimental attachment, something that 
would make the point without offending their 
honour. "Three double zeros," he says as his eyes 
alight on an office chair. 
Tony sees what is about to happen. He steps 
between Maloney and the chair. "You know the 
rules," he says. "What you do on the tables is down 
to you." 
"Fuck your rules," says Maloney as he drops a 
shoulder into Tony's ribs and grabs the chair. "I make 
the rules," he says as he brings the chair down on the 
desk. He shoves the tangled remains towards Gerry. 
" ... and my rules say that three double zeros is just a 
fucking rip off. So wherc's my money?" 
Tony comes off the floor and for a moment Maloney 
is flustered as he finds himself being strangled. 
Quickly he flips the Italian over and brings his fist 
down on his kidney. Gerry is still fumbling in the 
desk as Maloney draws out his service revolver. 
"This is the Answerer," he says. "If you've got any 
questions you can ask it." 
Gerry freezes. Tony is still writhing on the floor. 
Slowly that wicked old grin spreads across Maloney's 
face. 
"Look, I like you bastards," he says. "You're not bad 
bastards. You run a tight shop, no trouble, no messy 
shit in the papers. Sure, you rip off the turkeys. That's 
okay as long as you don't think that you can rip me 
off." 
Tony pulls himself off the floor. 
''Yeah, yeah," he says, "we don't want to rip you off. 
We pay regular, we do the right thing." Tony is now 
at his full height. "But whatever you lose on the 
tables is down to you, that's the rules." He looks a 
little embarrassed. "And after all, they're the rules 
you had." 
Maloney laughs. He puts his gun away. "Sure, sure, 
I made up the rules and every rule has an exception, 
ya know, that's what proves it." 
Gerry cases his hand out of the drawer, happy that 
the cop is quiet now, confused by his Celtic logic, 
ready to pay. "Sure," he said� "how much did you 
lose?" 
Maloney looks pained, as though the mention of 
money has brought down the tone of the 
conversation. 
"About six hundred bucks, but look that's okay, it's 
just the principle of the thing." 
Gerry pulls out a bank bag and starts counting out 
money. "Here is six hundred bucks," he says as he 
keeps counting, "you know what we are like, we like 
to see a return, here is another six hundred, we pay a 
lot of cash to keep you guys happy and as far as I'm 
concerned it's money well spent, there is another six 
hundred, so maybe you can do something for us." He 
pushes another two hundred bucks across the table. 
"There that's two gees." 
Clifford Clawback 
''Yeah, so what do you want," says Maloney, already 
suspicious. 
Cerry looks at Tony, Tony looks at the floor, then he 
says:"We want to meet the man." 
"The man," says Maloney, "he's around every 
week." 
"Nah," says Gerry. "The real man, the top dog." 
"What do you want to talk to the commissioner­
about," Maloney asks, suddenly concerned that Tony 
wouldn't see the joke in tonight's little escapade ... it 
wasn't quite ridgey-didge ... this is the sort of thing 
that causes trouble and that is what the Commis­
sioner hates most in the whole world. 
"Nah, not the Commissioner," says Tony. 
"The top dog, the Minister," says Gerry. 
"What do you want to talk to the Minister about," 
asks Maloney. 
The Italians look coy. "Politics," says Gerry laugh­
ing, "that's what you always talk to politicians 
about." 
"Politics," says Maloney a little bewildered. 
"Yeah, the ethnic vote, ya know," says Gerry. "The 
constitution, the corridors of power, the Gcrry-fuck­
ing-mander. You know, politics." 
"Yeah, so what do you want to say about the 
Gerrymander, what's going on here, have you guys 
suddenly developed a hankering for a fair and just 
society or something," Maloney says, the smile back 
on his face. 
"Nah," says Tony, "it's like this ... ahhh." 
Gerry picks up the story: "We make a major 
contribution to the public welfare, right." 
"Sure," says Maloney, "a major contribution." 
"B�t we don't get any recognition for it," says 
Gerry. 
"So what do you want, a knighthood?" asks 
Maloney. 
The Italians laugh, ''Yeah, maybe," says Tony. 
"We think the government is doing a good job," 
says Gerry, "so, you know, like any businessmen, we 
want to show our apprc_$tion." 
"We want to make a contribution to the Premier 's 
Foundation," says Tony. 
" ... and talk to the Minister," says Gerry. 
Maloney looks around the room. God it's tawdry, he 
thought, old nude calendars on the wall and a crappy 
carpet developing holes. He looks out the window, 
taxis were slowly cruising the empty streets. He looks 
at the money on the table and picks it up. 
"Sure," he says. "I mean that's your democratic 
right isn't it, to make representations to the Minister." 
"Yeah," says Tony, "our democratic right." 
"''ll have to make a call," he picks up the phone and 
dialled the Minister's direct number. 
"We want him here," says Gerry, the menace 
returning to his eyes. 
T he Minister is sitting in his office, thinking about sex. Parliament has finally risen, but he lingers longer, enjoying the trappings of 
power. He is lazing back in his Ministerial chair, flab 
overflowing, legs propped on the window ledge, 
eating directly from a large tub of neapolitan ice­
cream and drinking straight from a 40 ounce bottle of 
rum. 
The lights of the city twinkle below, though the 
Minister's once uninterrupted view of the city is 
beginning to disappear as new towers of concrete 
shoot up all around, tugged skywards by their 
cranes. 
The Minister likes the cranes, he likes watching 
them, just to make sure that the wheels of industry 
are still churning. They are a visible sign that can be 
pointed to in times of election to show that he is 
doing his job ... and, of course, one way or another, 
there is a little something in each of those mounds of 
concrete and steel for him, personally. 
His personal assistant, angel that .she is, keeps a 
tally of the cranes in his top drawer. He always 
knows the exact number of the little buggers out 
there so he can impress the denizens of the fourth 
estate or the mobs of Japanese businessmen who are 
periodically herded through his office. 
He used keep the tally himself but it all got a little 
tiresome once it was consistently more than ten. He 
chuckles to himself, he was never one for details, the 
grand plan is more his style. Let the pygmies handle 
the details. The Minister strategically manoeuvres his 
bulk so he can stretch out a hand and open the 
drawer without touching the floor. He carefully peers 
at the chart, thirty-six of the bastards out there at 
close of business yesterday, he smiles. 
The phone rings and the Minister is startled. The 
Ministerial chair is in danger of overbalancing, 
twenty-five stone of flab is about to hit the floor. He 
kicks out a leg and his knee creaks but he regains his 
balance. He picks up the phone. 
"Yeah," he says. 
"G'day, mate," he says. "It's Terry here. Look I'm 
with the De Luca brothers and they want to make a 
contribution to the Foundation." 
The Minister is miffed. It was too late for this shit. 
"Why don't you look after it," he says. 
"Nah, they want to talk to you," says Maloney. 
"What do they want?" the Minister asks, weary 
with the world. 
"They want to talk about politics," says Maloney. 
"That'll cost them extra," says the Minister and then 
a deep gurgle crawls up his throat. He is laughing at 
his own joke. 
"Can you come down now?" Maloney asks. 
"Why not," says the Minister. "There is nothing 
happening here." 
"Alright, we'll sec you in five," says the policeman 
putting down the phone. 
A big black car snakes through the silent city streets. Neon lights are reflected in its dark windows. The Minister winds down the 
window to feel the wind rush in his face. He looks at 
the buildings. From this close up the city is 
disconcertingly real, not just ticks on a pad. 
"It's like flesh," the Minister mumbles. 
"What's that?" asks the driver. 
The Minister snaps out of his reflections. 'Til have 
to ease up on the rum," he thinks. The driver is 
peering at him expectantly in the rear view mirror. 
"Where arc we going?"the driver asks. 
"Back of Cuddles. I'm gonna meet the people," says 
the Minister. 
"Press the flesh more likely," says the driver. 
They pull up in a dark Janeway somewhere in the 
Valley. The Minister waddles from the car. He hadn't 
been at one of these dives for years. He can afford his 
fun in private these days. He bangs on the back door 
and it swings open. 
"Up two flights," the bouncer says. 
The Minister is taken aback. "Two flights," he 
splutters."Why don't you get a fucking lift?" 
The bouncer is bemused but stands silent. 
The Minister grunts and begins the long and 
laborious trek up the stairs. Finally he gasps to the 
top and falls against the door. Tony and Gerry look 
surprised. Maloney smiles. He immediately 
appreciates how pissed the Minister is. There will be 
fireworks. 
The Minister docs not wait for introductions. 
"Where's my rum," he demands. 
"With coke and ice?" Gerry asks. 
"Fuck off," says the Minister. "You don't drink rum 
with lolly water, you drink it straight or you don't 
drink it at all." 
The Minister smiles enigmatically. That is what he 
does when faced with unexpected aggression. 
Maloney stares into his drink, wondering what he is 
doing here, why isn't he home in bed in Moorooka? 
"Yeah, well we think he should be a Minister now," 
says Gerry. 
The Minister is sipping his rum and splutters at the 
suggestion. 
"By the big black turds of Jesus, you wogs are 
pushy," says the Minister. "Where did you get these 
pushy wogs from, Maloney?" 
"They live here now," says Maloney and then leaves 
it at that. There is an almost embarrassing gap in the 
conversation. 
"You know us," says Tony eyeballing the Minister 
intently. Now the Minister is on the wrong foot, Tony 
can feel himself taking control. This jerk is jelly. 
"Do I?" says the Minister. 
"We pay a gee a week to your blokes," Tony says 
nodding at Maloney. "I've got the details," he says as 
he pulls a sheaf of photocopies out of a folder and 
spreads them across the desk. "Times, places, 
amounts, it's all there." 
The Minister looks at the papers as though they 
were a pile of still warm shit. 
"If you're not getting your cut, then more fool you," 
says Tony. 
Maloney realizes why he is here. These bastards are 
about to dump him in the poo. He could hardly pull 
out the Answerer and shove it up their nostrils, not 
up here, not in front of the Minister. He thought of 
how a wily Celt warrior would handle this situation. 
He straightens up and steps to the Minister's side 
and faces the Italians. He lets the anger flow and feels 
himself go cross-eyed. 
"Listen, you arseholes, I don't care what funny 
games you get up to in your own time, but let me 
give you this straight, you fuck with me, cause me 
one night's restless sleep," Maloney pauses to 
concentrate his anger, "just let the slightest hint of 
this shit leave this room," he pauses again for effect, 
"and I'll chop off your fucking heads and stick them 
on a pole." 
Gerry grins. 
" .... and then I'll fuck you in the neck," Maloney says 
jabbing his finger close to Gerry's face. 
"Hey, look, we aren't trying to fuck you around, we 
just wanted him to know what the value of our 
contribution is," Tony is quick to intervene, pointing 
at the Minister. 
Maloney looks at him closely for a minute, then 
smiles and says: "Well that's OK." 
''W'e pay a gee a '\Veek to you blokes," 
Tony says nodding at Maloney. 
"I've got the details. 
T imes, places, amounts, 
it's all there." 
"Okay," says Gerry, taken aback, handing the 
Minister a bottle of Bundaberg and a glass. 
The Minister pours the thick, brown liquid into his 
glass. 
"Now what can I do for you blokes. You're 
interested in politics, I hear." 
"Sure," says Tony as he picks up a glass. "Gerry and 
I are party members in our cousin's branch in 
Mareeba." 
"So your related to that scallywag, Scalini," says the 
Minister, giving them the once over as though he was 
inspecting horse flesh. 
Gerry is a little peeved, they are after all men of 
substance and deserve to be treated like it. Tony, by 
contrast, is relaxed. 
"That's us," he says. 
"Yeah, we worked our arses of at the last election 
and won that seat that all the toffs reckoned should 
have gone to Labor," Gerry puts in vehemently. 
"Much appreciated," says the Minister, "much 
appreciated, but then he was the right horse for the 
course." 
"What bullshit," says Gerry. "None of your cocky 
mates wanted to have a go." 
"And we realize that an even bigger contribution is 
called for, you know, direct to the Foundation ... as a 
sign of support from the ethnic vote." Tony says. 
Now it is the Minister's turn to smile. 
"Well a large contribution would certainly make it 
clear to the Premier how much support he has among 
the ethnic community," says the Minister and, as 
things are back on an even keel, he reaches for the 
rum bottle. 
Tony lJushes his gla.ss across the table. "How big?" 
he asks. 
"A quarter of a mill," says the Minister 
conversationally. 
"Fuck that," says Gerry. "A knighthood is only fifty 
gees." 
"Yes well, I think a knighthood's right out of the 
question. The Palace are very touchy on the subject,"­
says the Minister. · 
"No one wants a knighthood," says Tony, "but it 
gets you about the same amount of influence as being 
a Minister, that's all that Gerry was trying to say." 
''Yeah, but a seat in Cabinet means you get the best 
information," replies the Minister. This is more like it, 
thinks the Minister, some serious negotiation, he � 25 
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scratches his belly. "Maybe two hundred gees 
worth ... " 
"Let's call it a hundred gees and leave it at that," 
says Tony. 
"That's fair," says Gerry. "That's what The Shadow 
put up." 
The Minister is not put off. ''Yeah, but The Shadow 
had also given years of service to Queensland and the 
cause, as a copper, on the back bench, everywhere. A 
hundred and fifty's fair." 
For the first time that night, Tony allowed an edge 
of anger to enter his voice. 
"I said we should leave it at that but if you don't 
want to then let's talk about service. Let's talk about 
our dad who broke his balls cutting cane for 
Queensland and got fuck all. Let's talk about our 
mum who died having her twelfth kid for 
Queensland. Let's talk about where you get your 
kicks. Just where do you think those tarts you tic up 
and shit on down the Parkroyal come from, tell me 
that, you overweight lump of jelly, just where do you 
think they come from?" 
The Minister is uncomfortable. This isn't quite 
standard negotiation procedure. He hesitates. 
"Well? W here do you think they come from?" says 
Gerry, always one for a bit of overkill. "That's a 
service to the cause, if there ever was one." 
"Yeah well ... a hundred grand should impress the 
Premier, but I can't make any guarantees," says the 
Minister. 
"Tell him he can have the cheque next time he's in 
Mareeba," Tony says. 
"Oh, Scalini can drop it in to the party office any 
time he is going past," says the Minister. 
"One," says Tony fixing the Minister with his crazed 
and angry stare again, "Scalini doesn't know 
anything about this. He's Mr Clean, right, he need 
never know about this shit. And, two, the cheque is 
going straight in to the Premier's hand so there can 
be no messy mix-ups like Pete Boyle's knighthood." 
The Minister looked at Tony's wildly gyrating eyes 
and thought it better not to push it any further. 
''Yeah, well... Okay," he says. "We'll get him up 
there for a C.W.A do real soon." 
''Yeah, you do that," says Gerry. 
"Well it's been nice doing business with you," says 
Tony. 
"I feel grubby," says the Minister, "I could do with a 
bath." 
"Sure," says Gerry, friendly now, "I'll line up a 
couple of strumpets. Why don't we all take a bath to 
sort of seal the deal." 
"I don't know,'' says Maloney. 
"C'mon, it's on the house," says Tony. 
"Alright," says Maloney, ''but I want this shit." He 
scoops up the folder with the details. 
Gerry wheels around, the flash of anger back in his 
eyes but Tony quickly intervenes. 
"Sure," he says with a smile, "I've always got the 
originals somewhere you w1ll never find them." 
Malonev smiles. He knows when he is snookcrcd. 
So he went and had a bath and the Italians arc all 
over him like they were part of the team. There arc 
promises of information and co-operation. 
"It's about time we cleared the hippies out of the 
dope business," says Gerry. 
Maloney had a so-so fuck that was made even 
worse by the Minister grunting and groaning next 
door. He was sure the Italians got it all on tape. The 
Minister offered him a lift back to town. 
"They're wild men," says the Mini$tcr. "I thought 
you had them under control." 
"They're learning fast," says Maloney. 
"Make sure they learn properly," says the Minister, 
reaching for the rum bottle again. "Fix that Gerry 
arschole up for something amusing, will you." 
"Sure," says Maloney. 
"Okay," says the Minister dropping Maloney off at 
the corner of Queen and George, ''Piss off and don't 
bring me any more problems." 
Maloney walks along the street. The first light of 
dawn filters through the city. The streetsweepers are 
already at work. Things are changing, he thinks, 
things are changing. 
PLASTER DOG Errol O'Neill 
A plaster dog was the thing I noticed first, defecates in a garden bed, or chases a cat over a fence when I looked up. The voices were engaged - this makes the plaster dog feel real. in a polite exchange of information which When young, and at about the same height as the 
had the ring of a normal doorstep encounter. It was average plaster dog, I would look into their faces for 
the Mormons or the Jehovahs, and the next door signs of life. �ut their glaucous eyes could never 
neighbour was engaging them in conversation. Many return the hope or the optimism of a child looking for 
would have turned them away with a polite "not a playmate. 
today, thanks" as the door closed. But Next Door was It soon became clear that plaster dogs didn't have a 
a different kind of conversationalist. He enjoyed natural origin. They were completely outside the 
talking to people. She had answered the door and normal chain of reproduction. Sterile, lifeless, 
begun immediately to excuse herself, but he was the barkless. But they did have a presence, caught like 
curious one and always pricked up his ears at the the figures on Keats' Grecian Urn in the one and only 
smell of an argument. pose of their lives, the one and only attitude or mood they would ever know. Plaster dogs did not belong to So he was right into it. I lifted my head from my the real world of necessities, they belonged to the work, thinking how interesting it was to find a superfluous world of luxuries (though I must admit doorstep conversation about religion that was being that Next Door was showing me a use for them controlled by the householder. which I had never actually encountered before). 
And it was then that I noticed the plaster dog. Next 
Door had settled so comfortably into his discussion You'd never buy them in a shop. They were 
with the young wet-behind-the-cars evangelists, that something you'd win at the Exhibition, on the Mater 
he now released his hand-grip on the door (it had a wheel or the knock'ems stall in sideshow alley. You 
tendency to close unless held) and, without wouldn't walk into a department store and ask for 
mterrupting his speech on the abuses of the medieval the plaster dogs section. "A lounge suite, two wicker 
church, slipped his gnarled foot out of his thong, and baskets and a plaster dog, thanks. No, l'd like them 
hooked it around the front legs of the dog. As he delivered ... " 
commended Martin Luther for having the guts to naii There was something about the magic of Sideshow 
his theses to the door of the cathedral and expose the Alley that cast a mantle over plaster dogs, 
church hierarchy for the villains they were, he moved transformed these ugly ornaments into prizes to be 
the dog in closer to do its doorstop duty. This is the sought after. "Oh, look what they've won, a bulldog! 
natural function of plaster dogs and they do it Look, he's goin' for the pair ... " Shouts of elation. 
without complaining. "He's won the other one!" Now they can breed them. 
The reason they don't complain is not that they are Their kids will never want for plaster bulldogs. 
inanimate. Well, that could be a reason, but in terms Next Door was shifting from one foot to the other 
of priorities it's way down the list. The foremost while the unfortunate proselytes desperately tried to 
reason they don't complain is that they were made to find relevant quotes from scripture to fend off his 
serve. Their role in life is to accept unquestioningly unrelenting argument. But they were soundly beaten 
the Divine Order. Besides, holding the front door · by the onslaught of words. Both of them, a young 
open is one of the few chances they get to sniff the man and a slightly older woman, looked downcast 
outside air, to watch lawns being mowed, to sec their and spent a great deal of time patiently listening. 
animate colleagues going about the active life of Presumably practising their creed. But it seemed for a 
which they are but a symbol. To watch, for example, moment while I \\'atchcd that they were looking for 
as a dog buries a bone, or pisscs against a tree, or some Franciscan inspiration from the innocent dumb 
You'd never buy them from a shop. 
They were something you'd win 
at the Exhibition. 
animal at their opponent's feet (Go on, dog, bite his 
fucking ankle! That'll teach him to put obstacles in 
our way when we're trying to doGod's work. .. after 
all, that's you, spell backwards). 
But appeals to plaster statues are not fruitful. 
Particularly statues so utterly without charisma as a 
three-dimensional plaster of paris image of a dog. 
And there's such a variety of species and breeds. In 
my childhood I can remember Collies, Spaniels, 
Terriers (I don't think I ever saw a Poodle, though). 
They spent all their time on the floor, of course, near 
doors, waiting to serve in ways which, until this 
chance sighting through my window, I was unaware 
of. This distinguished them from other plaster 
images, which stood on mantelpieces or hung by 
hooks on the wall. 
unmoving creatures, one a resolute wall of sound and 
the other an inanimate icon. 
Evangelists aren't supposed to get stuck like this, 
they were thinking to themselves. We arc the ones 
who should control the conversation. We arc the ones 
who confront these little house dwellers with their 
mediocrity and force them to stand, motionless and 
respectful at their front doors, listening to us drone 
on about the select few who are going to be saved or 
the second coming of Elders Smith, Goldsborough 
and Mort. I mean, they're supposed to be bored 
shitless, not dishing it out and catching us on the hop. 
They began to feel sorry that they hadn't joined the 
evangelists' union, which would have had an award 
to cover this sort of thing. They began to feel sorry 
that there wasn't any such thing as an evangelists' 
union. They had never felt so abused, so put upon, in 
all their evangelical careers. What were they going to 
do? 
swearing blind that Bob Hawke was an agent of 
communism, preparing us for the Russian takeover. 
Ironically, that evangelist was an American, making a 
pretty believable attempt at takeover himself. "Piss 
off, you religious imperialist!" I wish I had said to 
him. 
Meanwhile, the woman had been totally defeated. 
She was now simply operating on politeness alone. 
There was no longer any argument forthcoming. She 
simply nodded agreement at everything Next Door 
said, wishing with all her heart that it was over. But 
he was not going to let go. She nodded and nodded, 
for the sake of peace, probably. assenting to the vilest 
heresies imaginable, and even some which were 
unimaginable. How she would rot in Hell for this. 
How she envied the plaster dog its refusal to get 
involved in theological debate. Or debate of any 
kind. How she wished she were in its place. She 
would deny the Lord, deny eternal life, deny being 
Some smaller dogs found their way up on to coffee 
tables or sideboards, trying very hard to become 
household icons. But they could never achieve the 
same level of sanctity in the hierarchy of domestic 
adoration as,, say, the Blessed Virgin Mary, or the 
Sacred Heart of Jesus. Blessed Paw of Rover? Holy How- she w-ould rot in Hell for this. 
Tail of Terrier? No, the poor old plaster dogs were 
prisoners of their class, doomed to a limited future. 
No promotion. No growth. Not like the rest of us 
who were growing in . strength and wisdom every 
day, learning to perceive the changing moods and 
tolerances of those older creatures who hovered 
above us, carrying out their ordained roles as our 
How- she envied the plaster dog its refusal 
to get involved in theological debate. 
Or debate of any kind. 
How- she w-ished she w-ere in its place. 
masters and mentors. 
· 
Learning to tell the difference between one 
instructor and another is the prime task set for the 
young by the instinct of self-preservation. We soon 
learn to tell the difference between a creature who 
will respond to our needs and one who won't. 
As a young child I could easily tell the difference 
between a dog and a human being, and in turn, 
between the statue of a dog and the statue of a 
human being. But I can remember some of the many 
small puppies that inhabited my childhood turning a 
corner suddenly and taking fright at the plaster 
bulldog. "Woof, woof," they would intone, 
tentatively and respectfully, hair rising along their 
backbones in dread of having met their nemesis and 
thinking they were about to be despatched forthwith 
to Dog Hell. 
Starting to panic, the young man looked down to 
locate his briefcase, planning a smooth getaway. Oh, 
no! The dog was now firmly clutching the handle in 
its teeth. He didn't want the embarrassment of trying 
to free it, only to find that it had become part of the 
dog - lodged forever in the frozen attitude of a 
salivating hound. And if he ever did get the handle 
free, think how distasteful it would feel in his grasp 
as he went from door to door spreading the word. 
Gummy, mashed, rotting leather handles. 
Was the truth about Saint Bernards that they 
occasionally stopped on their so-called errand of 
mercy to slurp at the brandy barrel themselves? Did 
they arrive hiccupping at the location of a dying 
mountain climber half buried in the snow and have 
nothing to offer but a saliva-slicked container which, 
even if it did contain some life-giving liquor, would 
probably give the drinker rabies? Did they then, 
pissed as newts, urinate contemptuously on the legs 
of the dying traveller whose frostbitten hands 
desperately reached out to find nothing but an empty 
barrel? 
But there they stood, these plaster statues, guarding 
the front door all those years. Fooling a young pup 
occasionally with their show of false authority, but 
generally being no more than a token, a faint image 
of dogginess not even worthy of embodying Plato's 
idea of canine essence. 
To take vicarious enjoyment from life is the best that 
plaster dogs can hope for. When on doorstop duty, 
they enviously watch the life of real dogs going on in 
the street, but on such occasions they can also count 
their blessings. For inside themselves they know that 
incredibly long existence is their trump card. They 
will not grow old and die as they see these active 
canines doing, year after year. They will outlive 
several generations of human households. The worst 
that can happen to them in the normal course of 
events is that, forgotten, they get covered in dust 
between house cleanings. 
Our stranded evangelist saw himself lying in the 
snow, half dead. After waiting hours, days, the Saint 
Bernard arrives with, not a brandy barrel, but his 
briefcase, full of religious tracts. I need nourishment, 
you stupid fucking animal, not the Watchtower! 
He knew he should never have been an evangelist, 
anyway. Why did he let them talk him into this silly 
door to door nonsense? He'd made the mistake of 
telling them he used to sell encyclopedias and they 
said "That's it! You're our man!" 
The subject of the discussion had now widened out 
to encompass the entire human condition. "It took 
me forty years", Next Door was telling them, "to 
realise there's no difference between the Labor Party 
and the Liberal Party." There was no resistance to this 
relatively radical statement, which surprised me, 
remembering a previous evangelist at my own door 
But sometimes they completely neglect the 
possibility that in the abnormal course of events the 
changing tastes of the human species can be their 
downfall. Whether fashions simply change in their 
unpredictable way, or because the poor creatures' 
chipped ears, nose, or paw offends the sense of CY 
perfection that rules the decor of a particular w 
household, it often happens that their tenure is � 
summarily terminated. In mint condition they have co 
some bargaining power, but once they lose their � 
pristine splendour, they should beware. 
� 
Now we were hearing about the scandalous lives of (j 
the popes in past ages and the even more scandalous � 
failure of the church in Hitler's Germany to stand up 
� 
to Fascism. The younger of our evangelists had got <.D 
very tired of carrying his briefcase and had rested it 
against the nose of the dog, which poked oddly 
through the handle to give the impression of a Saint 
Bernard carrying succour to the stranded. And 
stranded our two visitors were. It was not going 
smoothly for them. The woman was casting anxious 
glances sideways to locate the team working the 
other side of the street. But they had done God's 
work efficiently and moved on. Meanwhile, our 
unfortunate pair were stuck here, locked into an 
unrelenting but polite relationship with these two 
( 
one of the Select Few, just 'to be shut of this one-sided 
int�llectual discourse which was sapping her strength 
and eroding her faith. 
Our young man at last decided to blow caution to 
the winds. He stooped and picked up his briefcase. 
The dog didn't move. No bite, no saliva. Just a plaster 
dog. The woman seemed to gather courage from this. 
"Well, thank you for sharing these few moments with 
us ... (sharing, my arse! You just used us as a sounding 
board for your pet theories!) We hope we can call 
again sometime soon. Can we leave you with these 
small booklets which will explain to you some of 
what we've been ... blah, blah, blah." You could tell 
her heart wasn't in it. 
Next Door took the literature and gave it a random 
inspection, turning pages and nodding. His attention 
thus diverted, they were off like a flash, down the 
path and out the gate, then up the street to join their 
mates who were standing on the corner looking at 
their watches. 
In the fading afternoon light a small group of 
evangelists stood at the end of the street, waiting for 
their transport. The young man and the slightly older 
woman were seen to point in the direction of their 
recent engagement with the enemy. The others 
looked, and there was much nodding. Their minibus 
came to collect them and then they were gone. 
The literature they had left with their opponent had 
by now been assessed as worthless and dropped in 
the wheelie bin which stood by the front landing. I 
caught a last glimpse of the plaster dog. Who knows 
how_ long it would be before it got another chance to 
stand at the open door for such a long time, to bite 
ankles, to romp through the snow, to piss on the 
Jehovahs, or the Mormons or whatever they were? As 
the door closed I fancied I saw the dog shed a tear. 
They also serve who only stand and wait. And wait, 
and wait. 
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THE OFFICIAL TONY FITZGERALD 
FAN CLUB MEMBERS TORSOSHIRT 
Be a fan of the man in this bold new TorsoShirt design. You've seen the 
inquiry, now get the T-shirt. T he Americans call this time of year ''fall" and in 
Queensland, all you can hear is the sound of those once-on-high falling off 
their pedestals of power and privilege. 
Now the white knight of the corruption-busting business is available for your 
torsorial delectation and delight. Join the club that's taken over from the Rat 
Pack as the most popular push in town. Walk tall and secure in the knowledge 
that criminal types and hired assassins will scurry off home for a quick lie 
down when they see that Official Tony Fitzgerald Fan Club badge of courage 
attached firmly to your torso. 
• 
New for '88, this TorsoShirt lets you wear the hammer that's trying to nail those 
whom absolute power has corrupted absolutely. Endorsed by a friend of Jim 
Finch and a Big Name in the Lewis Diaries. Funded by an unamed gambling 
identity. Includes free Official Tony Fitzgerald Fan Club Numbered 
Membership Certificate. 
T he shirts that 
launched a 
thousand writs! 
Controversial! 
Groovy! 
Australian 
Made! For 
yourself or for 
a friend, CTT 
Torso shirts will 
do it for you! 
One for $14, 
two for $26, 
three for $35 
(includes 
postage). 
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WREXPO '88 The T-SHIRT 
Well EXPO's finally here, but do you 
really care? Probably not, so why 
don't you wrap this exquisite 
representation of a giant toad 
wrecking the EXPO site around your 
torso, and get on with your life. T he 
toad stands out in this design due to 
it's puffy characteristcs! You can feel 
it! Yeech! 
Red background, puffy green toad, 
white T Shirt 
Say something with your torso and look good too! 
TOAD SHIRTS 
YOU MUST BUY NOW! 
KILLER GREELY The T·SHIRT 
An outcast of society and the state 
system that framed him. 
A bigger anti-hero than anybody! T he 
Killer Greely Torso Shirt shows that 
with a dial like that, you could only 
have been Killer Greely! 
What a guy! Now that he's out, Killer 
took the time to drop into the office to 
offer his thanks for our efforts to 
promote public awareness of Killer 
Greely. Indeed, he personally signed 
some letters to send out to any one 
that purchases a Killer Greely 
TorsoShirt, at no extra cost to you! As 
we said, what a guy! 
Black T Shirt, puff flouropink design. 
LE CROQ SPORTIF The T·SHIRT 
Adventurous travellers in our deep 
north have reported amazing stories 
about the life saving capabilities of Le 
Croq Sportif. Writes G. Meadows 
"While canoeing up the Johnston 
River my companions and I were 
attacked by a 6m croc. T he beast 
had devoured all my friends and was 
about to put a death roll on me, but 
when it saw I was wearing a Le Croq 
TorsoShirt, it pushed me to the shore, 
telephoned the media, gave me $50 
and apologised profusely. In fact I'd 
swear it was crying. Yes, without a 
doubt, the Le Croq Sportif TorsoShirt 
saved my life, and I received quite a 
handsome insurance payout." 
So if you're planning a northern tour 
this bicentennial or even if you just go 
past a sewer in your town, Le Croq 
Sportif is a fashion and living must. 
White TorsoShirt, Red Triangle, 
Green Croc 
:ts:: l�t;i -� 
I am not American 
NOT AMERICAN The T·SHIRT 
I am not an American, I am a human 
being. T his is the TorsoShirt that's 
saved a lot of quite innocent people 
being mistaken for anyone else other 
than a non-American. 
And you don't have to believe us, 
check out the living testimonials on 
this page! Yes, this is the essential 
clothing item for stay at homes and 
international travellers as well! 
"I was travelling through one of the 
world's danger spots when a group of 
guerillas hijacked our bus. Upon 
s_eeing my CTT TorsoShirt, the 
insurgents showed me a good time 
and killed everybody else" writes T. 
Waites of Iran. 
"If it wasn't for my CTT Torso Shirt I'd 
be a dead man today" writes R. 
Trimbole of Griffith. 
White, Black or Red TorsoShirt: Red 
Arabic, Black & White American 
CTTLOGO The T·SHIRT 
Born to be a Toad. Yes, now you and 
many more like you are the happy 
wearers of the Cane Toad Logo, now 
available without the terribly sporting 
dorsal design. Direct from the mind 
of cult artist "Squirrel" Barnett onto 
your torso, this Bufo will live in 
history. 
Red & Yellow on White T-Shirt 
VIDEOS 
BRAIN BLAST The VIDEO 
Brisbane audiences are still reeling 
after Brain Blast was shown to a 
shocked Old public for the first time, 
just a few weeks ago. Since then, 
we've had a hard time trying to keep 
up with the writs, and the orders. T he 
Human Mind IS a Powerful Thang. 
T he Video is available for $37.00 and 
you get a free T Shirt with every 
video! 
THE QLD TAPES The VIDEO 
Lots and lots of minutes of searing, 
topical, and above all tropical 
cinema feast, including Big T hings, 
Expo Schmexpo, and 4ZZZ - T he 
Movie. All on one tape for $37 and a 
free OLD Game Tea Towel 
RfUGIOUS MYSTERIES !SSl)!>, 
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#1 Queensland Issue SOLD OUT #2 Religious Mysteries 
�CINE TOAD� 
hiUiff t) Atl! IUQfrh hfu 
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1�ve 
#4 Food and Corruption #5 Death and Style 
#3 Sex, Leisure and Technology 
#6 Science Fiction and the Family 
#?Toad in Heat #8 Cars and Romance LOW #9 Fear and Clothing 
SERVICES 
ToadSell The MERCHANDISERS 
Where can I get a design, artwork, and printing done for 50 very groovy Torso 
Shirts? We hear you ask. Well, our Lifestyle Accessories Division can design, print 
and even market your torso shirt, (minimum 50 shirts), at a cost that won't treble 
your budget! We'll give you a quote you won't forget! For this and all other 
merchandising inquiries, call Toad Sell on (07) 891 5364 and ask for Jean E. LaRue. 
ToadPrint TherususHINGTEAM 
As you know, The Cane Toad Times is put together here in our offices with the very 
latest Desktop Publishing (DTP) hard and software. We also use all the conventional 
materials and equipment too. Believe us, we go way back. The services of a 
complete print media house can be yours. If you have a brochure, newspaper, 
magazine, annual report to write and produce, we can help you. Toads at work here 
include journalists, editors, graphic artists, designers, cartoonists, and publicists. Call 
ToadPrint on (07) 891 5364 and ask for Robert Whyte, Anne Jones, or Damien· 
Ledwich 
ToadS how The THESPIANS 
ToadShow, our theatrical wing, brought you "Hound Of Music," with a cast of 250, 
and a sell out season at the Princess Theatre in Brisbane in December 1986. This 
was an amateur show that raised money for an annual bursary called The Royal 
Bardon Community Theatre for Youth Windfall, the first of which has been won in 
1988 by Fluba Troupe. 
Well since then all the principals in Hound have continued their theatre film and 
music careers in professional ToadShow projects. Their services are at your whim, 
for a very reasonable fee. The talent includes theatre and project administration; 
music, film, TV, Radio and theatre production. Call ToadShow on (07) 891 5364 and 
ask for David Pyle or Lisa Jack. 
Also call this number to book Geoff; a ToadShow band you should have at your 
club or next dance when you want an 7 piece group that plays the very best and 
worst of 70's music very well. Fanzine and video clip available. P.S. Toadshow are 
really sorry that the Hound of Music Video still isn't ready yet. They're working on it, 
promise. 
---
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Good News 
and Bad News! 
The Good News is - all the back 
issues are still available, but the 
Bad News is that after last issue's 
generous warning that stocks of 
#2 & #8 were running low, a 
veritable buyer's panic set in. 
With shark like frenzy, buyers 
saying "Mako my day" came in 
and cleaned us out in exchange 
for small bits of money which in 
• 
the end amounted to a goodly 
sum. 
And who says that small 
business is going to the wall? 
Yes, these rare print items are 
gaining in value as each day 
passes-. 
However, we've been able to peg 
their current price to only $5 for #2 
and $10 for #8. These prices will 
hold according to the numbers 
left. 
Already copies of the extremely 
rare #1 have changed hands at 
Southeby's Book & Magazine 
Auction for in excess of twelve 
figure sums). 
Other good news is that copies 
of issues #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, and 
#9 have a special on: all 6 for $9! 
Yes, that's right! Postage 
Included! 
"How do I purchase these fabulous bargains so I can get out there and really amp/ex 
in style?'' we hear you ask. Well, every issue we refine the order form above, and we 
are keen to make further improvements suggested by you, our Toad Friend. Some of 
you don't have access to a photocopier, but if you do, photocopy the form, fill it out, 
and send it in. Othe11vise, just clip and send. (P.S. Buy lots!) 
�OP 
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A Bunch of Tens 
30 � 
T he adventures of Ten Ten 
Ten things to 
do on your 
birthday 
¥.'hen nobody cares you should be 
prepared to make your own fun. 
Release the tensiOn and follow these 
ten teeny ttps. 
Have a grossly expensive 
party and forget about 
the 40,000 years of 
native culture you 
wiped out along the 
way. 
Rebirth. 
Make a big mess. 
Don't make a w1sh when 
you blow out the 
candles. 
Give a complete stranger 
AIDS. 
t ay the same age as th 
year before. 
Teach the budg1e the 
lyncs of For He's a 
Joll Good Fellow 
Put all your erepax m a 
cupcake. and 
paaaaaartv 
Send your birthday photo 
to Willard. 
Visit Queen treet with a 
em1 automatic. 
Ten Songs 
Even the ten deaf wtll apprectate 
these ten tunes sung to the ten pan 
alley melodtes of davs gone by. 
Ten Ways to Leave Your 
Lover 
Love me Tender 
Knock Ten Times on My 
Window If You Want 
Me 
Snper califragalisTEN 
expialidocious 
Ten Lit t le Maids From 
School Are We 
Ten Stairways to Heaven 
The Tenth Time Ever I 
Saw Your Face 
Tender Trap 
One, Two, Ten Times a 
Lady 
In the Year Ten Five, Ten 
Five 
Ten paranoid 
delusions 
lf you are in any way susceptible to 
things that go bump in the night, do 
not read this list! Already lots of 
people we know that have read it are 
en joying a quiet rest at a secluded 
house in the country - and their not 
coming back till the machine attached 
to their heads says it's OK. 
The bar codes on 
everythmg at the 
Supermarket are th 
Mark of the Beast and 
are controlling our 
minds 
The checkout operator 
are in the thrall of 
Satan and 
communicate with one 
another through their 
cash registers 
Three men m black eep 
followmg you, but 
every time you t um 
around. the hide 
behmd trees. 
The people at work have 
been replaced by 
doubles b the Elder 
of Zion. They are put 
there t o  lace your 
sandwiches w1th LSD 
Your phone bill Is t oo 
high. This IS because 
commumsts workmg 
at Telecom reahse you 
have t elepathic 
powers, and they are 
trying to dnve you 
msane. 
KGB agents from Mars, 
disgmsed as little old 
men wearing hats and 
driving early model 
English cars with 
fuzzy seat covers have 
been ordered to silence 
you. They keep t rying 
to ru n you off the 
road. 
Elvis clones from the 
Hollow Earth 
Civilisation have your 
house under 
surveillance. They are 
the ones who st eal 
your milk money. But 
it's OK, because you 
know. 
Ten Four good buddy! Tenacious toads on tenterhooks in tenebrous tenements 
everwhere know the mystical power of numbers • especially the number after nine 
and before eleven. Don't be tentative, wrap your tentacles around these tenfold 
tenners for our 1Oth issue. 
Maggots controlled by 
Hitler's Brain have 
crawled up your nose 
while you were asleep 
and are now 
burrowing into frontal 
lobes. 
Kylie Minogue realises 
you are in terrible 
danger, so she sings 
'Locomotion' to warn 
you that the 
Rosicrucians are 
planning to push you 
under a t rain. 
The Queensland 
Government is 
actually a front. The 
real power lies with a 
group of corrupt and 
unprincipled men who 
swing dodgy business 
deals under cover of 
State Parliament and 
perpetrate organised 
crime via the Police 
Force. 
Ten 
Conspiracies 
There's a million of em out there. 
They all sound totally believable to 
us, so here's ten o that you can pick 
one and chensh tt forever a. your 
personal favounte 
The Mason , The Boy 
couts. Bon Jovi, Mel 
Gibson and Jackl 
Weaver are trymg to 
comer the worlds 
upphes of vaseline. 
The Club of Rome i 
actuall run from 
C'harlevllle. 
Kurt Waldhc1m 1s the 
head of i.l world w1de 
pyramid selhng 
or<Yamsanon that 
<>pecJalises m azi war 
memorabilia. 
John Laws and Derryn 
Hinch really care 
about you. 
Every fart you've ever 
done has been 
recorded. 
Bob Hawke's son 1� 
<>elling AK47's to the 
Aborigmes. 
All the media m 
Austraha 1s really 
owned by Kyhe 
Minogue. 
Harold Holt wrot e all the 
Beach Boys' songs m 
Chmese and sent them 
t o  America on surf 
t-oards. Only Brian 
Wilson knew where to 
find them. 
There is a world deep 
beneath us with an 
advanced civilisation 
who exercise control 
over our affairs in 
malevolent ways. It's 
called Tasmania. 
The Government knows 
all of the above and 
refuses to Tell Us the 
TRUTH! 
Ten Books 
Ten is the number of good reading 
everywhere. When you settle down on 
the couch on Sunday arvo with a good 
book or ten, remember these ten 
intensive tomes. 
Around the World in Ten 
Days 
Ten Leagues under the 
Sea 
Tender is the Night 
Ten Men in a Boat 
The Postman Always 
Rings Ten Times 
Tennith, anyone? 
Ten Towns like Alice 
The Ten Steps 
The Ten Pillows of 
Wisdom 
Ten things 
wrong with 
the world. 
Only ten? It's a start. These are the 
ten spine tengling terrors in a tense, 
uncomfortable world. Oh, what a 
tengled web we weave. 
You only have an 
accident when you 
aren't insured. This is 
m the .fine pnnt of 
ever �surance 
contrac'l 
ny compurer you buy, 
the day after you buy 
lt, IS obsolete. 
Havmg ex makes 
babte�. 
o one ever wtn� the 
Casket/ Tatt sLot to. 
Unbreakable thmg� 
aren t.  
The ctgarett es whtch 
warn you that they 
Will reduce your 
fitness are exactly the 
arne ones that cause 
heart disease and lung 
cancer put mto a 
different package. 
When you get mto a 
borrowed car, no 
mat t er what button 
you push it starts the 
wmdscreen wipers. 
But It' not raimng. 
When you lose 
omething, you only 
ever find it in the last 
place you look. 
When you fill up the bath 
and put m the bubbles, 
you only have 5 
seconds before the 
phone rings. It's your 
mother. 
Everyone's going to die. 
Ten TV shows 
Have the cathode rays given you 10· 
10 vision? Here's another ten for your 
retena antenna matenee. 
Rin Ten Ten 
The 10.30 Report. 
10 Jump Street 
10 Ghosts and Mrs Muir 
The Ten Ronnies 
Ten Minutes 
Beyond 10,000 
My Ten Sons 
Tennis the Menace 
Hawaii 10-0 
Ten 
Commands 
or Taking The Tablets -part two. You 
don't even have to go to the mountain 
to get these, but you must obey them 
to have any chance of surviving the 
holocaust, or at least to have a good 
tjme. 
Thou Shalt Buy the Cane 
Toad Times Lots 
Thou Shalt Slag off 
Mightily at Poets 
Thou Shalt Not Worship 
Billy Idols 
Thou Shalt Not Vot e For 
The Gummint 
Thou Shalt Not Own 
More than Five 
Newspapers and 
Televisions in the 
Same City unless thy 
name be Rupert 
Thou Shalt Not Do 
Something Naughty 
and Get Caught by 
Honest Policemen 
Thou Shalt Covet Kylie 
Minogue 
Thou Shalt Go Back To 
ew Zealand 
Thou Shalt Inform Thy 
Part ner of All Your 
exual Diseases 
Thou halt Go Back To 
Thme Local Shoppe 
and Buy Up More 
Cane Toad Times For 
aRamy Day 
en Movies 
rOSh. when \ OU thtnk of tt, there 
t'allv are enough movies which all 
evolve around the number 10 to givr 
'OU tenosvnovitus. We ve JUSt 
'Ktmmeo tne surtace ten ton to brmg 
ou these ten 
-
The Magmficent Ten 
2010 
Fellini' Ten 
Men and 10 babies 
Horror at fen Feet 
10 Bndes for 10 Brothers 
ltensssssssss 
Ten Fingers of Death 
The Tenth Man 
Close Encounters of the 
Tenth Kind 
Ten worst 
birthday 
presents 
¥.'hen their gifts show how much they 
care ... why do you bother gettmg 
older. 
Soap on a rope 
Souvenir t ea towel from 
anywhere. 
A pair of underpants. 
A framed picture of a 
relative. 
Lily of the Valley 
perfume and bath salts 
set. 
Another boxed hankie 
set. 
Studio tickets to the 
t aping of "Hey, hey 
it's Saturday night" 
A McDonalds voucher. 
A work of string an. 
Rubik's Snake. 
1. Australia is ... 
a. A sunburnt country. (Get a hat. 7 pts) 
b. A banana republic. (You've gotta be Keating! 
10 pts) 
c. A mine. (Digger! 0 pts) 
d. West Island of i\cw Zealand. (Sux pts) 
2. The capital of Australia is ... 
a. Owed to Japan in LiS dollars. (If you've got a 
yen for cutting dcfccits ring Bob on 368 I SSS. 
!Opts) · 
b. The peso of the Pacific. (Am.a> is zc zanks ve 
get! 4 pts) 
c. Canberra. (Which i� an aboriginal word for 
obsolete twin-engincd bomber. 12 pts) 
d. Vienna. (Kurt's thinking of moving in. All in 
favour, zicg hcil ! 8 pts) 
e. The A. (Pedant. Pts off!) 
3. You are floating off an Australian 
beach. You arc: 
a. Harold Holt. (1\o, he 's floating off a Chinese 
Beach. 3 pts) 
b. Ginger Meadows. (Ever tried floating with a 
croc going down on you? 20 pts) 
c. Ron and Valerie Taylor. (Go on, bi te me you 
bastard, go on. 7 pts) 
d. A Taiwanese �shing vessel. (On the clam from 
the law. 0 pts) 
4. What does Uluru mean to you? 
a. No place to take a baby. (But a sure �rc way to 
sell newspapers. 6 pts) 
b. A great film location for that new wine cooler 
ad. (Nice try, Singo. 0 pts) 
c. A word with three u 's in it. (Arc u sure? 2 pis) 
d. A kangaroo that hangs around toilets. (1l1at 
story's a beat up. 8 pts) 
Football, 
Kangaroos, 
5. Where do you live? 
a. Call this living? (5 pts) 
b.· In a really cheap fiat ncar EXPO, but not for 
much longer. (2 pts) 
c. Behind the clcctri�cd fence, Santuary Cove. (If 
I had a dollar for every pair of white shoes ... 3 
pts) 
d. I'm not telling you nufl!n till me solicitor gets 
here. (1 0 pts) 
6. Who do you work for? 
a. A multi-national. (Have a nice day! 8 pts) 
b. A subsidiarv of an affiliate of a multi-national. 
(Have a nice day! 7 pts) 
c. The gummint. (I don't think I'd better go to 
work wday. 4 pts) 
d. The people of Australia. (Nice try Bob. 0 pts) 
a. Organised crime. (Good moming, Sergeant. 0 
pts) 
7. What's the one day of the year? 
a. The day you went to Drean1World. (And woke 
up. 0.666 pts) 
b. Another New Zealander Arrives in the Country 
(ANZAC) -Day. (Nought point sux sux sux 
points) 
8. Djaavagudweegend? 
a. No, I'm Louie the fly. (2 pts) 
b. Ja, I had a sm00rgaasboard in Y �rterberg. (25 
pts) 
c. Gcez mate, pissed! Scored heavily! (Not in this 
quiz you didn't. 0 pts) 
9. What is Australia's favourite 
pastime? 
a. Driving the porcelain bus. (\Vhcrc's Ralph? 
Ruth? Herbert? 2 pts) 
b. Complaining about the gummint. (\Vhy not, 
they complain about us! 6 pts .) 
c. Stripping the donk then doing blockies. (Arc 
your points clean? Here's another 6) 
d. Engaging in Socratic dialogue vis a vis "llJC 
comparative merits of Neighbours and 1l1e 
Flying Doctors." (3 deep and meaningful 
points) 
Test yourself against the Norm 
10. What have Australians achieved in 
the last two hundred years? 
a. Wheelie bins. (You otto know. 4 pts) 
b. Wine casks. (Chateau Collapsable. 12% Ale. 
Vol. pts) 
c. Kylie Minogue. (Onya Kylie!- 12 pts) 
a. The depoplulation of New Zealand. (That sux!) 
d. Dingo jokes. (No other country has managed to 
elevate the shaggy dog story to front page 
status on so many occasions. 4 points of law) 
11. What is multiculturalism? 
a. Putting up with New Zealanders. (Sux of one, 
half a dozen of the other = 12 pts) 
b. Realising stubbies aren't haute couture. (0 pts 
but a six pack and a chook for No 47) 
c. AI Grassby's Clothes. (A loud suit for one 
man, a giant backward leap for the wardrobe 
department. 18 pts) 
d. Eating the family pet. (You felix gourmand 
you! 27 pts) 
12. Kylie Minogue is ... 
a. A disease of the forebrain from watching too 
much TV. (You should have been doing your 
homework! 2 pts) 
b. The girl next door. (Sorry, she exists only m 
America. 4 pts) 
c. The dork next door. (\Veil hi! -welcome to the 
suburbs! Have a nice day! 2 pts) 
d. A Yugoslavian sausage. (Witl1 a very strong 
aftertaste. IS pts) 
e. A strong crampy pain. (As in "I've got a really 
bad case of tl1e Minogues". 5 pts) 
13. A mate is ... 
a. The bloke next door who !ell! you that mower 
2 years ago. (Is that why the cops always tum 
up to your parties? 3 pts) 
b. Someone who backdoors your girl/boy friend. 
(True friendship, A us sic style. 0 pts) 
c. Someone in a position of power. (\Vho has a 
very short memory. Especially the bloke next 
door who borrowed your mower. 7 pts) 
d. A move in chess. (Go back to Russia, Boris. 5 
pts) 
e. Someone you'd die for. (Rare, but worth 10 
pts) 
14. Who is Australia's leading poet? 
a. John Laws. (0 pts) 
b. John Singleton. (0 pts) 
a. John Donne. (0 pts) 
a. Who cares? (250 pts) 
15. Who owns the Australian media? 
a. Rupert Murdoch. (0 pts) 
b. Rupert Murdoch. (0 pts) 
c. K.R. Murdoch. (0 pts) 
d. Rupert Murdoch. (0 pts) 
16. What did you have for brekkie? 
a. Wcet-bix. (And Sanitarium napkins? 7 pts) 
b. Vegemite on· toast. (Are you happy, though? 8 
pts) 
c. Steak and Eggs. (Don't fart till you get back in 
the truck. 3 pts) 
d. Croissants and a cafe latte. (And some nuclear 
waste, Frenchie. 25 glowing pts) 
g. Grant Kenny. (Nice try, Lisa. I pt) 
17. You've just sold uranium to the 
French. You are: 
a. Bob Hawke. (Yes, but no pts) 
b. Malcolm Fraser. (\o, that was tax concessions 
to tl1e rich. 0 pts) 
c. Bob Menzies (1\o, that was pig iron to the 
Japanese. 0 pts) 
d. A very good salesperson. (Especially when 
they find out it's colored sand from Moreton Is. 
25 pts !) 
18. You are being shot at. You are: 
a. A little Aussic bleeder in \1clboume. (Yes, 
ev n ·ou! .38 pts) 
b. road sign. (Gotta pracusc so I can shoo( 
those people in \1elboume! .44 \1agnum pts) 
c. Quick! get out of the spotlight. (Docs pet 'ood 
mean anything to you? .22 pts) 
d. n anti-gun lobbyist. (Bet you wish you had 
one ·10>�<, ch? .303 pts) 
e. An ammal libcrat ioni�t. 'Duck' You stupid 
ducks .45 pts) 
f. , omebody's family rrom Lhc. suburbs. (Hey 
l.Jao, vhatcha dom with the 22? 22 ptSJ 
19. How close have you been to a 
kangaroo ? . 
a. Lone Pine. (8 pts) 
b. From here to the bull bar. (2 pts) 
20. You stand around in the sun all day, 
idle. You are: 
a. Greg Dyer. (0 pts) 
b. Dead. (I 0 pts) 
21. What do the ashes mean to you? 
a. The one on the Icrt is Gran, then there's Uncle 
Ron ... (4 pts) 
b. Whiskey Au-Go-Go directly to jail, do not pass 
go. do not wait for verbal. (2 pts) 
c. Wednesday's �rc sale. (2 pts) 
d. Well it's a symbol or supremacy between 
:-'n land and Australian cricket teams which 
ori�:i.natcd at the Oval in 1882 when Austrai ia 
defcatcd England by seven runs. Some iadies 
associated witl1 thc Paddington Cricket Club in 
5ydney bumt some bails the following year. 
Onginally they were to be kept in a bag 
designed by a well known artist Blamirc 
Young, but some ladies in Melbourne did not 
like the bag and gave the Hon. lvo Bligh an 
um to keep the ashes in which he bequeathed 
to the MCC. 1l1e MCC has retained tl1e ashes 
ever since and in 1953 they were moved to tl1c 
Long Room at Lords. (0 pts) 
22. You are extinct. You are: 
a. A S.E.Q.E.B. worker (2 pts) 
b. A Tasmanian aborigine. (0 pts) 
c. An honest copper. (Now this l 0 pts is in no 
way meant as a bribe, ofilcer. .. 10 pts) 
Meat Pies and Cane Toad Quizzes 
The Big Story 
PHOTO: PETER FISCHMANN 
And who said the police were 
Pig, sorry, Big headed? 
The Big Police Hat. Exhibition Grounds, Brisbane. 
PHOTO: WARWICK VERE 
Does the Phantom's dog shit in the 
Deep Woods? Stink de Ville. 
The Big Tasmanian Devil. A North-West Tasmanian tourist attraction. 
PHOTO: JULIE WOODWARD 
Mystic symbol of the Pumpkin Festival. 
32 � Be careful on or around Halloween. The Big Pumpkin. A reason for going to Beaudesert, Qld. 
Ever since the Cane 
Toad Times 
Issue#l 's expose of 
the threat that Big 
Things pose, Big 
Things have spread 
all over. There's 
probably one near 
you. 
Documentation is 
proof, so send those 
photo's in now, 
before it's too late! 
We believe you. 
Below is a list of 33 
Big Things my 
dentist uses, and the 
CTT recommends. 
Plan your holiday 
around them, 
because you can't 
go through them. 
(*denotes a sham of 
a mockery of a 
farce of a Big 
Thing. Not 
Recommended!) 
Food 
The Big Shawarma­
Fitzroy, Vic. The Big 
Sate Stick, Paddy's 
Market, Qld. The Big 
Banana, Coffs 
Harbour, NSW. The 
Big Strawberry, 
Redland Bay, Qld. The 
Big Avocado, Fingal 
Beach, NSW. The Big 
Capsicum, Barcelona, 
Spain. *The Big 
Cheese, Bodalla, NSW. 
The Big Pineapple, 
Nambour, Qld. The 
Big Pumpkin, 
Beaudesert, Qld. The 
Big 500 gms of Butter, 
Nth Melb, Vic. 
Objects 
The Big Tap, Stone's 
Corner, Qld. The Big 
Pepsi Can, Jindalee, 
Qld. The Big Hammer 
and the Big Brush, 
Paint and Tin, 
disappeared from 
Bundamba, Qld. The 
Big Boot, Logan City, 
Qld. The Big Tennis 
Racquet, Milton, Qld. 
*Tallest Building in the 
World, Brisbane, Qld. 
The Big Car Stereo, 
Underwood, Qld.- The 
Big Reel-to-reel Tape 
Deck, Melbourne, Vic. 
The Big Police Hat, 
Ekka, Qld. 
Animals 
The Big Sheep, 
Goulbourn, NSW. The 
Big Magpie, disappeared 
from Acacia Ridge, Qld. 
The Big Cow, Nambour, 
Qld. The Big Pelican, 
Tewantin, Qld. The Big 
Lobster, Albany, WA and 
Adelaide, SA. The Big 
Iguana, New York, USA. 
*The Big Worm, 
Gippsland, Vic. The Big 
Murray Cod, Dubbo, 
NSW. The Big Rainbow 
Trout, Adaminaby, NSW. 
The Big Tasmanian 
De vil, Tas. 
People 
.*The Big Captain Cook, 
Cooktown, Qld. *The 
Big Aborigine, 
Rockhampton, Qld. The 
Big Ned Kelly, 
Glenrowan, Vic. 
Caught with a steel rope, a 
winch and 9 sticks of gelly. 
The Big Rainbow Trout. It'd better be at Adaminaby, N.S.W. 
Barcelona - Winner of the 
1990 Vegetable Olympics. 
The Big Capsicum. The Barcelona Markets. Espanolli. 
The Big Apples' got a Big 
Iguana. It's on drugs too! 
The Big Iguana. Lone Star Cafe, New York, N.Y. 
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We can all answer these 
"Who is 'Smokey 
"What do the words 'sp 
naise' really mean?" 
You know, Smokey Robinson 
skinny black dude that sang 
Clown' and spaghetti bolognaise -
that's this wriggly white stuff with 
sauce. 
Oh, you knew. And I bet you know who 
Falco is and how DAT will be to home 
recording studios what the pencil shar­
pener is to the old HB and how to make 
an SBS antenna with 25c worth of 
aluminium and a jar with a cork in the 
top. You don't? What, the joy of subtitles 
faded already? 
Yes, you know enough to hold your own 
over a cafe latte, revising your opinions of 
media ownership, privatisation and 
pritikinism. Culture? You're steeped in it. 
With a salt free, yeast free, animal fat free 
diet it's no wonder that you eat out so of­
ten. You know why you like restaurant 
food so much- because they put in great 
gobs of salt, yeast and animal fats. Yum. 
But what do we really know? Where is all 
this culture coming from? 
Think about it. Let's face it. You don't get 
a guernsey in the media, do you? When 
was the last time you were interviewed by 
national 1V on the Iran/Iraq conflict? Or 
anything, for that matter. And what would 
you have to say if you were? Your opinions 
on Boy George, apartheid, Pershing mis­
siles and little girl trapped in mine shaft 
don't come from your own brain cells -
they're the manufactured responses to 
manufactured non-events. When that 
square thing over there in the corner with 
the colour, movement, sound and ads 
runs a story on aboriginal deaths in jails 
next to one on someone's pet canetoad cal­
led Sallyanne, it's no wonder that your 
participation factor in your own identity is 
getting down to .000001%. 
This is not a "why televison is not really 
up to scratch and much too influential 
and turns your grey matter into suet" 
rant, but really, for a minute back there in 
1972/73 in some parts of suburban Bris­
bane, there was a counter culture. Now 
the only thing counter the culture has is 
lunch. 
and the 
answer funny feeling 
you've coined by 
Jana are next day, at the 
office, in the in the beergar-
den- how it is to find that 
other people think the way you do. You 
both got it from Jana. If I hear someone 
tell me once more that Bob Hawke is out 
of touch with the ordinary person, I'll 
throw up all over their reeboks. What the 
fuck would you know about Bob Hawke, 
or the ordinary person? If you want to 
meet an authentic Australian, go to Boggo 
Road. They'll be watching ALF. 
So who's complaining? Who cares where 
our identity comes from? If the gucci fits, 
wear it. The term Yuppie, Dink and Sink 
come from elsewhere-but they fit. don't 
they? So does "your very own" espresso, 
copper base cookware, the pasta machine 
and Terence Trent D'Arby. After all, al­
most every Australian has seen Ronald 
Reagan more times than they have seen 
their first cousins. 
But do they fit? Aren't most 25 - 35 yr 
old Australians more likely to be the 
Australian coined "Dumpies"? (Down­
wardly mobile people). If not a dumpy, 
what about a lombard? (Lots of money but 
a real dickhead.) 
.The trouble is, our media identity is get­ting dangerously out of step with any 
characteristics that Australians might 
really have in common with any other 
Australians - a national identity. Whether 
we like it or not, despite a history which is 
argued endlessly as unrepresentative of 
. Italians, Greeks, Chinese, 
or convicts, we are now faced 
great mob of people all lumped 
whose main link with outside 
is via a cathode ray tube. 
happens when you watch 1V news? 
imagine yourself standing in front of 
strife torn Israel. war torn Iraq, or senility 
raddled Washington with a microphone in 
your hands. Of course you do. Your per­
sonality is subsumed into that of the 
journalist. But what have you got in com­
mon with a 1V journalist? Not a lot, let's 
face it. Not unless you call catching a No. 
141 bus into Elizabeth Street a globe trot­
ting assignment. 
The only thing you're really competent to 
comment on is what you know first hand: 
your personal problems (no-one's interes­
ted), your job (not even you're interested) 
and what you do for entertainment. If you 
want to talk about entertainment and get 
your opinions listened to, then you'll have 
to be pretty sure that everyone else knows 
what you're talking about which brings us 
back to the 1V. Admit it, the three big is­
sues in Australian culture are: what you 
think of Alf, is Wally Lewis too old for 
Rugby and does Kylie Minogue have a rot­
ten voice? 
The deep north: 
a wild front ear 
How many ears did Daniel Boone 
have? Answer: three. A left ear, a 
right ear and a wild frontier. The 
same could be said for Australia. To 
get some idea of the true Australian 
the noble savage, go north, young 
person. 
When you get pulled off the media breast 
and put onto solids in the deep north, 
strange things start happening. Shock, for 
a start. Mind numbing, withdrawal 
symptom style, incredulous shock. Take 
Townsville for interest, Queensland's 
second largest city. A sudden drop from 
five 1V stations to two sets you back a bit, 
but try the movies. Two cinemas, 7 films. 
Not that Brisbane is a mecca of celluloid 
culture, but a recent check of films in the 
Saturday papers showed over 40. 
"When that square 
thing over there in the 
corner with the colour, 
movement, sound and 
ads runs a story on 
aboriginal deaths in 
jails next to one on 
someone's pet canetoad 
called Sallyanne, it's no 
wonder that your 
participation factor in 
your own identity is 
getting down to 
.000001 % ." 
GRAPHIC: HARRY BRAZIER 
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Ce"lebration? It's more 
I,ike Masturbation. 
Which gives the 
"C 'mon give us a 
hand" thing a whole 
new meaning. 
34� 
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200 years on: a generation of cute zombies 
continued 
If you're used to having your senses 
sedated by pre-packaged current affairs 
where every hour is 60 minutes long 
(including ads) it takes some time for your 
curiosity to return. Gradually, you become 
aware that your brain was tricked. Who­
am-I? Where-am-I? type questions pop up 
in your head. 
After shock, there are two natural 
courses for the human psyche when faced 
with such media deprivation as exists 
north of Ipswich. You either get (1) very 
cynical, bitter and twisted, or (2) loopy. 
I'll go for loopy any day. HA HA HA HA 
HA HA HA! You see a lot of them up here. 
\Vhere's the t 
Birthday? If this is a birthday, how 
come nobody seems to be having any 
fun? 
Now that we've gone to the trouble of 
creating a reason to have a party we 
There's a lot to notice up here and most 
of it is dangerous. The heat at night. Low 
clouds full of 100% humidity with white 
things flying through them at night getting 
wet and honking. They must be ducks, 
but maybe not, they could be insects. 
There's a lot of greeblies, creepy crawlie, 
flying things up here. And they bite. 
Mosquitoes big enough to suck your head 
off. And cockroaches. Up here the evolu­
tiona.ry cycle has included the rubber 
thong - the most efficient way for a cock­
roach to spread live cockroach eggs is to 
be splattered. Baby cockroaches grow to a 
foot long in 24 hours, then come inside 
with the family and sit up and watch 1V. 
And the way it seems impossible for men 
to wear sarongs without having to re-ad­
just them all the time. Do only men notice 
how often other men play with their balls? 
Or is it worse up here? 
What about that funny smell that gets 
under your watchband? 
But all is not mind expanding. Some­
times the world can be as mind deadening 
as the 1V set. As just one example, take 
the stupid names people call their boats. 
"Sunshine Bandit" for instance. What kind 
of terrible person would call their boat 
"Sunshine Bandit"? What about "Tijuana". 
Need I go on? 
They've got that born again gleam in the 
eyeball and go aroud experiencing things, 
noticing things, sniffing, touching. The 
complete cold shower of reality treatment 
and they're loving it. 
should at least be having a good time. birthday 
O.K. It's not a reason that has appealed to . shivers up the 
everybody, but hell just 'cause you're not or even Warwick 
too keen on the guest of honour doesn't Celebration? It's more like Masturbation. 
mean you don't eat and drink (and do Which gives the "C'mon gives a hand" 
other things which nobody mentions) 'till thing a whole new meaning. 
you spew on anything that moves and And like masturbation the whole thing 
some things that don't. seems a little too self indulgent. Not that 
But this is one party that's getting bloody masturbation has to be like that. As long 
boring. as its in private and between consenting 
The guest of honour has spent the whole digits, it can be fun (except if members of 
time saying what a great and fucking the repressive social apparatus catch you 
wonderful thing it is. Shit, that's a messing up the sheets). 
GRAPHIC: NERISSA LEA 
All this new life and enthusiasm for 
"existence veritas" - shouldn't g0 to waste, 
should it. And yet without a careful 
reassesment of your values in the light of 
your new found naivette and the fact that, 
let's face it, you've been a little touched by 
the tropics, you could fall back into the 
same submissive inactivity when you 
return to civilisation (if that's what you 
call it). 
One needs a careful program, ·incorporat­
ing a very agressive modus operandi vis-a­
vis anything in the world that might want 
to give you a hard time. 
My own program is very simple. I will in­
stitute it as soon as I get back. Honest. 
Step one: A little resty byes after lunch. 
Always a good way to thwart excessive 
demands of the workplace and any ten­
dency to fall back into obsessive be­
haviour. Very similar to the tried and tes­
ted "little lie down.· 
Step two: If anything gives you any 
trouble, eat it. Example: When you get 
pulled up by the police and they put you 
on the bag - eat the bag. This brings us to 
step three. 
Step three: If it's still giving you trouble 
(e.g. the police officer), will it out of exis­
tence. This works extremely well for VFL 
football, the United States, nuclear power, 
uranium mining, or anything else that you 
hate but is too big to eat. 
Try it. You won't look back. 
oing to be ... 
It's public masturbation that leaves you 
feeling like you've just eaten last years 
falafel roll. Sort of sick and sort of wonder­
ing if there wasn't a time when it was bet­
ter than this. 
A time before Bond and his arsehole 
mate started shoving patriotism down our 
throats like it was grandma's spongecake. 
You'd think we were Americans. 
Self-righteous pricks who think they're 
God's gift to everybody. Who have to keep 
patting themselves on the back to keep 
their brains so rattled they wouldn't be 
able to use them 'til long after they've 
blown the world into little pieces. 
Somehow Australia wasn't like this. 
Somehow it shouldn't be like this. 
The more you hear Hawke and his adver­
tising arseholes tell us how great we are 
the more you have to wonder whether it's 
true. 
And if you didn't know that a whole lot of 
people weren't making a whole lot of 
money by trying to sell our country to us 
you might just forget about it and give 
praise to the spirit of Onan (the biblical 
wanker). 
But there's a heap of better places that 
money could go to. The word compensa­
tion isn't a bad one, given that we're 
celebrating the invasion. 
Nor is the idea of trying to buy back bits 
of Australia from the people we have sold 
it to. Cause while Hawke and co. are sell­
ing us the idea of Australia the actual 
thing is being quietly shipped elsewhere 
(and not just the stuff that glows). 
Birthdays are supposed to be fun, for 
everybody. Lots of drinking and carrying 
on. This could have been a big year. And 
when everybody is pissed and buggered we 
could all sit around wondering what the 
hell it's all about and what we are going to 
be doing tomorrow. 
A hangover is a damn good way of help­
ing to get you past the hype and hysteria. 
There, in a small row boat, sat a 
young boy. He was oblivious to his 
surroundings intent instead upon 
making ripples in the water with a 
small stick pinched between thumb 
and forefinger. He was burbling some­
thing: a lazy doggerel repeated often 
and without much attention. I could 
just catch some fragments of this as 
the light afternoon breeze blew my 
way but it could have been in any 
language. This disappointed me. 
I found if I watched him for long enough 
he would rouse himself from this 
preoccupation and look up, glaring for a 
moment or two in my direction. I suppose 
he was as mystified about me as I was of 
him. His activity seemed more fruitful 
than mine somehow. There must have 
been better things I could have been doing 
in my first hours in London. But no, here I 
was in Islington not far from where I was 
staying, watching a young boy making 
ripples with a stick in a canal. You must 
understand. I had never seen a canal 
before in my life or indeed the old, brightly 
painted, wooden long boats that were 
moored against the banks of the narrow 
lane of murky water into which this little 
boy fiddled. Eventually he threw the forks 
at me. I walked on. 
There was a little bridge arched up over 
the canal: old and very english. There was 
a life-ring at the top of the stairs just like 
the ones you see in the movies. This 
amused me. I walked down a set of stairs 
and then under it. There, on the sides of 
the bridge, the ropes of the boatmen had 
carved their way into the stone. I worked 
that out. "They must have pulled the boats 
under the bridge,· I thought. using all my 
native Aussie ingenuity. "Of course, they'd 
have motors most of them now." 
The water was congested with litter at 
one end where the current eddied round 
and formed a natural waste collector. 
There were lots of interesting things I'd 
never seen before I sat on my haunches. 
The boy rowed past. I waved at him half­
heartedly but he just glared at the man 
looking at the rubbish. I waited till I knew 
he was out of sight before I raised my eyes 
again. I strolled down past the long 
wooden boats and right into a dead-end. 
There were no stairs, only a long, dark 
tunnel filled with long,.dark water. 
"How did they get the bloody boats down 
that thing?" I wondered. I imagineQ that 
the boatmen lay on their backs with their 
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feet in the air and along the roof of 
the tunnel and thus propelling the long, 
wooden boats down the long, dark tunnel. 
"Well, it's feasible,· I muttered "most of 
them have motors now anyhow.· I felt 
myself getting defensive so I strolled back 
past the boats and back up the stairs. 
Beyond the bridge there was a shop that 
sold cigarettes and Australian beer. They 
were advertised on hoardings that clothed 
the shop like bedsheets. The shop had, of 
all things, a door. This was strange and 
wonderfully new to me. I pushed it tenta­
tively. It gave. "Marvellous." I thought and 
entered. 
"So this is an English shop." I mused as I 
stood near the door. I looked. All they had 
was cigarettes and beer, some of which 
was in familiar cans. The person in the 
shop, an Indian woman, looked at me. I 
got the strangest feeling that the woman 
couldn't speak a word of English. I smiled. 
She smiled and I left. I already had 
cigarettes and buying some Australian 
beer seemed inappropiate somehow. Be­
sides I didn't want to give myself away. 
Outside was much the same as I left it. 
Those terraced houses on either side of 
the street... all very familiar after fifteen 
minutes and not worth commenting on 
except you could see into the basements 
and I was unsure whether people actually 
lived in them. It was awfully quiet in Is­
lington of an afternoon. I don't know what 
I expected. Maybe a few more people 
about. 
I walked further along to the end of the 
street. There was another street and so 
on. One of the shops was a fish and chip 
shop. There was a coin laundry, a chemist 
and several others that I couldn't work out 
at a glance. I chose the fish and chip shop 
as I was feeling a little hungry. It too had a 
door. It finally dawned on me why all the 
shops had doors. "Sure! It gets bloody cold 
over here during the winter time, doesn't 
it?" I declared to myself as I entered. 
"They'd need doors in the winter-time." 
I recognized the decor at once. They had 
to be Lebanese. It's comforting to realise, 
now and again, that some things never 
chan'ge. There was the same 12 year- old 
girl behind the counter. I felt secure 
enough to blow my cover. "Do you have 
fish and chips? I asked. "Yeah, this is a 
fish and chip shop." The 12 year-old 
replied. I ordered some fish and chips. 
"Some fish and chips!!" She yelled to her 
father in the next room who appeared 
briefly to eye me up and down. That was 
it. No more talking. I was to wait now. 
There were some old familiar chairs into 
which I retreated. I wanted to remain inc­
onspicuous. I felt in my pocket for the 
coins I had there. Two one-pound coins. 
"It couldn't cost more than two pounds, 
could it?" I wondered nervously as I sat 
and watched the world go by. Not that 
much of it went past this particular fish 
and chip shop in Islington, it seemed, on 
this particular summer afternoon. 
The chips arrived and were stuffed ex­
pertly into a paper cone. My stomach 
rumbled. The fish followed separately in a 
waxed paper bag. It looked digusting: all 
greasy and bloated. My stomach went 
quiet all of a sudden. The 12 year-old as­
ked for payment. I didn't quite catch what 
she said so I handed her both the coins in 
the hope that it wouldn't matter. This was 
all in vain as she handed one of the coins 
back and then disdainfully gave me my 
change. I left the shop without any dignity 
but with fish and chips. 
I stood on the footpath and contemplated 
the fish. Never in my whole life had I seen 
a thing I felt less like eating. Then a mar­
vellous thing happened. A taxi went by. I 
mean one of those taxis that they're sup­
posed to have in London went by. We had 
come all the way in from Heathrow on the 
Underground and I hadn't yet seen one. 
As I ran a little to watch it go, it stopped. 
The black cab turned around and came 
back and stopped at my feet. It stood there 
for a moment as I stood there for a mo­
ment with the fish in one hand and chips 
in the other. 
"Well?" said the driver. He spoke like 
someone from a Carry-on movie.• I was 
transfixed. "Come on, Guv!" "Sorry?" I 
queried. "Where to?" he persisted. • Oh ... 
no. Sorry,· I said, • I was just getting a 
better look at your cab. Sorry, mate.· It 
dawned upon the driver that I wasn't 
really a fare but an Australian. He threw a 
wheelie and drove off in his original direc­
tion, glaring at me over his hunched 
shoulder as he went. I recognised the 
glare. It was the same glare as the little 
boys in the boat. I threw the fish into a bin 
and ate the chips as I trudged back 
towards the flat. 
I felt suddenly quite despondent. "Jet­
lag,· I thought 
There must have been 
better things I could 
have ·been doing in my 
first hours in London. 
But no, Here I was in 
Islington not far from 
where I was staying, 
watching a young boy 
making ripples with a 
stick in a canal. 
LlANDRIDOD WELLS, WALES. 
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T he time has come to 
stamp out these vermin 
with the insecticide of 
reason. Come on you 
poets, get yourself a 
decent job and stop 
sucking on the pockets 
of the poor. Give back 
that grant money and 
rejoin society. 
Toads love to be teased, 
they have all the 
patience in the world, 
and most importantly 
they are not afraid to 
stand out in a crowd -
woe befall the toad that 
does not consider it's 
god-given right to be 
the ultimate individual. 
Poets: proven d 
"All women who fall in love with 
poets, and vice versa, only should be 
considered equal to suicides .... any 
poet who tries to pass verses bewteen 
Italy and Spain will be forced to wear 
decent clothes, and on committing a 
second offence, to keep themsleves 
clean for one hour ... The others will 
have to be mule drivers as that is a 
cheerful job with much occasion for 
obscene remarks" 
These words of wisdom ,taken from a 
16th century Picaresque novel, can only 
be seen as part of the long literary heritage 
of which the the Cane Toad Times is the 
current defender. In fact, some of the 
earliest signs of human civilisation indi­
cate that anti poetism became a factor in 
the civil and cultural re-organisation of 
modern life. 
Historically poets were shamans, or 
"medicine men·. a class that depended for 
their very existence upon trickery and 
Be afraid, be very afraid. All of you 
know the fear that the next time you 
are tucking into the canp.pes and 
cocktails at a film premiere, Resident 
Action Group Fundraiser, or Res­
taurant Guide Booklaunch the person 
. standing next to you, or even that one 
over there, or maybe even all of them, 
are . .. . POETS! 
Fear no longer. With this guide, you can 
now spot the poet at the free food and li­
quor event, and run several miles in the 
opposite direction before you get nailed to 
Just think how different the world 
would be today if there had been a 
cane toad in the Garden of Eden in­
stead of a snake. In theological circles 
it is generally agreed that cane toads 
know nothing whatsoever of the dif­
ference between good and evil. Well 
very little. You see they are short on 
the ways of the conscience. 
If you poke a cane toad with a surreal 
stick all you'll get back is a surreal grunt. 
In fact, if you poke a cane toad with a real 
stick one of two things may happen. The 
poked toad may give a little peremptory 
jump or spit poison in your eye. And mark 
my words, these creatures are pretty good 
shots. For this reason when embarking on 
a little toad poking, poke from behind. 
Cane toads don't spit backwards very well .. 
Scientists have been interested in toads 
for a long time, ever since it was 
hypothesised that dolphins have more·in-
ll'f University tests 
someone 
of the bad 
; •· .·. . they were ··. ··•· ; · meaningless of 
existence: and to insult to injury, they 
started rhyming words. Of course, they 
expected to be pma for this absolutely 
valueless service to humanity, and would 
often go into great fits of pique and utter 
unintelligible words to obscure the fact 
they did no work around the cave. 
Homer and Sampson and King Lear all 
had their eyes put out because of their 
addiction to poetry and it is like an addic­
tion; that's why learning poetry at school 
is so bad for you , they try and hit you up 
with a drug that raises unrealistic and 
completely scientificall wrong expectations 
in the minds of hollow youths, and this 
poetry is forced upon us by those who 
the wall by some ··\l der(:W);vho 
you how lonely 
Look for these O"ivl'-:\':v::Jv 
• Beady little eyes 
• The beret 
• The duffel coat 
• The thin volume 
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pMos0pher. •. will !}eL you anywhere. 
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A famous toadosdpher has made star­
tling new finds. Apparently toads in­
variably beat the maze test by ignoring it 
and jumping over the barriers. Well they 
couldn't jump under them. True they do 
not always jump straight onto the cheese 
but as the toadosopher explained ecstati­
cally, toads don't eat cheese. 
Which brings up the important point - if 
there are so many flies in the world how 
come there aren't more toads, relatively 
speaking. The answer is very simple. As 
well as being fussy fuckers, toads are 
fussy eaters. Skinny flies are not for your 
average canus toadae - fat blowies and 
nothing else. 
So then, toads may be the ultimate in 
evolution, however they don't get it all 
their own way. Toads are not as yet on the 
endangered species list but they are nudg­
ing it. In at least one country in the world 
people find toads to be excellent playmates 
for their growing, learning children, who 
like to reduce their population with 
strategically-placed thr'penny bungers. 
Toads are. after all, exemplary models of 
good behaviour, paragons of virtue and 
what other form of childish amusement 
properly befits creatures of such status. 
should know better. English teachers are 
inculcating a system of poetry worship 
that can only lead to Scientology, or 
worse! 
Just note Wordsworth's lack of contribu­
tion to meteorology as a science, and I'd 
hate to have to foot the bill if Keats were 
doing the sign posts in my local zoo. 
Luckily screen violence has caught up 
with the disturbing trend to creeping 
poetism and in two recent films "Brain­
Blast" and "Straight to Hell" poets are kil­
led in a perfectly offhanded way. We can 
only hope for more of this kind of thing. 
Still, the Bicentennial Authority has given 
poets a free hand to annoy the public, and · 
we are no longer safe as they have formed 
clubs and hold POETRY READINGS in all 
states of the Commonwealth. The time has 
come to stamp out these vermin with the 
insecticide of reason. Come on you poets, 
get yourself a decent job and stop sucking 
on the pockets of the poor. Give back that 
grant money and rejoin society. -
• No-one is standing near them 
• The look of persecution 
• Bad line breaks 
• Facial hair 
• Bottle of cheap red wine 
• No fixed abode 
• Inability to write prose 
• A mania for inappropriate words 
• An excess of rhyming cells 
• A tendency to think they're the messiah 
• Grant money hanging out of their 
pocket 
Toads love to be teased, they have all the 
patience in the world, and most impor­
tantly they are not afraid to stand out in a 
crowd - woe befall the toad that does not 
consider it's god-given right to be the ul­
timate individual. Mind you toads don't 
like all this toadying to excellence, but 
such is the'height and weight of their af­
fability that they are always ready to 
please. What bravura! Can you imagine? 
The peak of symbiotic relationship -
humans and toads. 
Consider, if you will, what type of crea­
ture is willing to lay down its life for the 
satisfaction of some silly automobilic 
freak. Toro. And what about those incal­
cuable benefits that toads down through 
the ages have been in the spirit of 
scientific research. 
While on the subject of technological 
progress: in all the courses of history no 
sacrifice has been so great as that of the 
culinary toad's contribution to the delicate 
extensions and refinements of the human 
palate. Would the french be french if their 
mouths were to cease salivating at the 
thought of toad liver extract, or pate de 
foie gras as they call it. Toads are a rarity 
in France and who can blame them for 
leaving. There is nothing noble about 
being eaten. Perhaps in the future, by 
bilateral agreement, some compromise 
might be arrived at by which broad-min­
ded toads may bequeath their livers to the 
french people's palate, and the french in 
return may divulge the secret of the 
souffle. 
Doled up 
A quarter past midday, Friday after 
catching most of a Brisbane winter 
morning. I'd phoned a prospective 
employer say the · job application 
would be arriving Monday, Priority 
·Paid... four hours to write, type and 
deliver to the post office by 4.30. 
A knock at the door and enter two 
officers of the DSS Review Squad; not a 
raid but a review of my social security 
benefit. 
"We want three fonns of identification­
passport, bank records, driver's license, 
that sort of thing.· 
Jumping to the command I scrambled 
the documents together from my· desk 
drawers. A passport photo with a '77 
photo that looked nothing like me would· 
have to be the third. 
"Okay, we're going to ask you some 
questions for our records.· 
The harmless-looking one was younger 
and he jotted my answers on an official 
form. The older, pasty-looking one called 
the shots. He was in my house to get 
results. 
· 
I sat down uncomfortably but was 
determined to look my interrogators in the 
eye. I mean, I said I had an application to 
finish, gesturing to the display of writing 
paper and portable typewriter on the cof­
fee table in front of us. 
"If you can answer the questions it won't 
take long,· said the pasty one slouching 
on an arm of my lounge chair. · 
Looking like someone in search of work 
and having got my name and address 
right, fear soon gave way to impatient 
confidence. I'd seen this good guy-bad guy 
routine before but now the faWI). shorts, 
hush-puppies and long white socks 
Darling Harbour: monument to 200 
years of colonial exploitation, playth­
ing for the White Party dancing over 
the black man's grave. 
But it's not turning out quite the way 
Barrie intended. 
Phillip Cox's nice architects put a kiddies 
playground right in the middle. And in the 
middle of that is a bee hive sort of thing 
that kiddies are supposed to play hide and 
seek in. 
Truth is, grown ups have taken to having 
sex in it. And there's even more fun in it 
than that. It's given those dozens of 
security guys and girls something to look 
at each night. 
They go down and shine their light in the 
hive to watch for a bit, then tell them to go 
away because it is illegal under a section 
of the Local Government Act that bars 
nookie in beehive sort of things. 
There are other good things about Darl­
ing Harbour. 
The freeways that go overhead make a 
dandy shelter from the rain. You can walk 
from Pynnont to Circular Quay dty as a 
bone if you follow the shady bit under the 
mono rail track as well. Before, on a wet 
day you had to go back to bed. An im­
provement, yes, but it would have been 
heaper to buy evetyone in Pyrmont an 
umbrella. · 
Darling Harbour gets those menacing 
gangs of families off the city streets, thank 
Laurie! 
seemed 
uniforms. 
The pasty one and 
mutual dislike. 
"What are the full names of the people 
you reside with?" 
"I'm sony I'm not prepared to answer 
that." 
"You're obliged to answer it under the 
provisions of the Social Security Act.· 
I explained to them that as far as I could 
see, I was the one under review and dis­
closing ·the names of any of· my 
housemates without their consent to any 
government official was irrelevant to the 
task at hand - what on earth could they 
want with this information anyway? 
"Cross-referencing", my adversary ex-
plained. 
"What's that?" 
"I'm not at liberty to disclose that". 
Huh! That's trust for ya. It was time to 
get difficult. The tussle for this seemingly 
irrelevant piece of information lasted a 
good half hour and my appointment at the 
post office was beginning to look shaky. 
Neither official could supply me with a 
copy of the provision of the Act in question 
so I told them I'd seek legal advice on that 
one. 
"Look, we've had this problem before and 
the advice from the lawyers is always to 
answer the question·. 
"I'll go through the motions anyway. 
thanks". 
"We can get this information from the 
cinemas 
family would 
stroller, ready to 
into oncoming traffic. 
to roam 
around 
films. Each 
edged baby 
off the footpath 
The families have now chosen Darling 
Harbour as their hangout. At least there 
they can only push you into a fountain. 
rknock 
eal estate agent". said the senior with 
casual smugness. 
"Well. why don't you?" 
"Because it's easier to get it from you·� 
ot this time it wasn't. 
I hung on ·until their patience and 
questions ran out. After exchanging false 
smiles and leading them to the door the 
officious one dropped one last question: 
"Any of your house-mates on Social 
Security benefits?" 
With the interview over and done with, 
the belated inquiry seemed so unprofes­
sional I ignored it and waved my visitors 
goodbye. 
l\ELLO .SONNY� 
YOlJ LOOK LIKE 
f\ RELif\BLE: 
'(oUt-IC{ Mf\N ... 
APOWGY: When we put together the last Issue in 
the small hours of the morning, a hybrid story · 
was created from two originals · Steve Sharp's 
"Doled up for the midday doornock" (printed here 
in full) and Tim Lew's "Fear and soiled clothing in 
Haadyai", which we wiU be printing in full next 
issue (No. 11.) 
These new fountains, which never seem 
to spray much, are going to be good for 
mosquito wrigglers. 
In fact, all those fountains - and the. har­
bour - are going to be great places to push 
some fuckwit into after he's insulted your 
brand of aftershave. The place will do a 
service by drowning yobbos. 
And you just. wait, there'll be a lot of 
yobbo drowning going on when the three 
nightclubs in Darling Harbour start up. 
And that can't be a bad thing, can ·it? 
I'll be 3lad whe'"' we 
e<:�tc.h the. 5Llj who 3oe,s 
a.ro vn d q:>qirrfifl_:J these.. 
GRAPHIC: BRIAN PETERSON 
l'd.seen this good guy­
bad guy routine before 
·but now the fawn 
shorts, hush-puppies 
and long white socks 
seemed somehow less 
perilous than blue 
uniforms. · 
EITHER E'S· f\ 
MORMON OR 1'\1£ 
GOT f\ LOONE'( 
ON ME 'f\NDS··· 
·Phillip Cox's nice 
architects put a kiddies . 
. playground right in the 
.middle. And in the 
middle of that is a bee 
hive sort of thing that 
kiddies are supposed to 
play hide and seek hi. 
Truth is, grown ups 
have taken to having 
sex in it. 
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�Dearcrr 
Look at these cameras! All high quality stuff! They're the same ones I used 
to photograph Jim Bakker and Kylie Minogue. In fact, here in the 6th 
dimension, I can take photos of anyone, anywhere, anytime, any ASA. So 
print these photos or I'll send some very interesting snaps of your editorial 
staff taken at the perversion therapy workshop to a nightly current affairs 
show, and you'll get fifteen minutes of fame you really don't want. Send all 
cheques to: 
l . 
Andy Warhol 
c/- Andy's Fotorama 
Shop 21, 6th Dimension LEITERS EDITOR: REG PINEAPPLE 
� DearCTI 
I have sinned! I have plunged 
the depths of despair! I have 
been in and out of the Temple 
of the ungodly! I have shown 
my crumbed sausage to the 
sirens of the Devil! Forgive me, 
I won't do it again, honest, or 
you can beat me again and 
again with your leather whips! 
Jimmy Swaggart 
Motel Hell 
Las Vegas 
� DearCTI 
I have the photos! 
Jim Bakker 
Unholy as thou Land 
USA 
� DearCTI 
Bad taste! You think that I've 
got bad taste! Well listen to 
this one! A Jew goes into a 
concentration camp and the 
Commandant says "Hey 
Gutzmann, I've got some good 
news and some bad news! The 
bad news is you're going to be 
gassed today ... The good news 
is there'll be an audience"! 
You think that's offensive? 
Try this. Two lesbian 
separatists, an aboriginal, and 
James Finch walk into a bar 
and the bartender says "what'll 
you have?" and the Lesbians 
say "each other·, the 
Aboriginal says" my land back" 
and James Finch says "I'll 
have a whiskey to go go· 
Austentarbrush 
On the offensive 
Sydney 
� DearCTI 
Ever since I bought the com­
puter I've had no trouble ac­
cessing the ram whenever I get 
a hard disk. 
� DearCTI 
Yours rurally, 
A. Farmer 
Dirranbandi 
What's an Irish funeral? 
That's when you die after going 
to the cemetery. 
Question and Answer no. 5 
The UDF application form 
Belfast 
� DearCTI 
Fat is beautiful. Dead, I don't 
look so good.To eat is human, 
to wear women's clothes 
Div:TJ.eFrom the new book 
"Divine and Hollywood". 
Guts in the dust 
New York 
� DearCTI 
That Andee Geeb, 'e was a 
reel good theenger, and cus­
tomer. but the guy deedn't 
have the heart for eet. 
Gen Noriega II 
No principals either 
Panama 
�DearCTI 
Say, how do you like them 
apples? You wouldn't believe 
what I got in store as a follow 
up to AIDS! 
God 
In his heaven 
where he should be 
With no chance of infection 
Dear Cane Toad Times 
�Dear EXPO OZ 
Hey you Yankee imperialist 
swine, why don't ya go back 
where you came from, huh? 
You waltz in here with ya 
stupid looking cheap Walt Dis­
ney fur and expect us to lick 
ya fuckin arsel Well shove it 
sunshine, you're dead meat! 
Humphrey B Bear, Fat Cat, Mr 
Squiggle, Matilda and Aggro 
On the dole 
Crawfords 
�Dear Global Sushi Corp. 
With regard to your applica­
tion to woodchip what's left of 
our forests. We feel this is a 
bicentennial activity that the 
whole community could be­
come involved in and could 
really tangibly benefit those in 
positions of power. Oh yeh, 
thanks for the donation for our 
Fireworks Fund. 
The Bicentennial Authority 
�
Dear Bob 
Here's another half a mill for 
the election fund, pardon, 
office administration. Whatever 
happens, just keep those 
shipments coming. 
MrBon bomb 
French ministry of the interior 
Muroroa 
�Dear Bob 
Here's another half a mill for 
the election fund, pardon, 
office administration. Whatever 
happens, we'll stick by you, 
honest, mate! 
Alan Bond 
Warwick Fairfacts 
�Dear Ollie, 
Thanks for the administration 
fee. With any luck (nudge, 
nudge, wink, wink) those kilo's 
you wanted should be in 
Miami by the end of the week. 
PS the helicopters came in 
real handy. 
His Bigness 
Maj-Gen Noriega 
The Riviera 
�Dear John, 
Here's another half a mill for 
the election fund, pardon, 
office administration. Whatever 
happens, you're the only guy 
for us! 
Mr Bon bomb 
Alan Bond 
Warwick Fairfacts 
�DearMick, 
Sorry bout all the fuss. here's 
a video tape of all the bad 
press you've been getting 
lately. 
MrBon bomb 
Alan Bond 
�Dear CIT 
I'll tell ya, kids, I came this 
close to being Australian of the 
year. Why, I'm already the 
most famous person to come 
from hereabouts .... Yes, that's 
it, just pull your little undies 
out a bit further. Yes indeed, I 
won't be forgotten around here 
for a long time yet.... What do 
you reckon, Jimmy? .. hmmm.. 
you are big for your age ... per- . 
haps just a little further .. . 
The Bairnsdale Boner 
Over the borderline 
Victoria 
�Dear CIT 
What an insult! Why if we 
ever get someone like this in 
Qld, we put them into the 
police force where they belong. 
Terry Lewis, 
C/ -Trimbole Tours 
�DearCTI 
It's people like you that cause 
unrest! Why just the other day 
I had to defend myself against 
a heavily armed youth pretend­
ing to be a phamplett dis­
tributor trying to break into my 
letterbox. So I shot him. And 
this is exactly what I'm talking 
about! If these new gun laws 
come into effect why soon the 
entire country will be defence­
less against the communist 
punk yellow hordes that will 
destroy the gun laws that 
made this country great. 
Joe Magnum 
President Hand Guns 
for Peace Society 
c/- Bruce Ruxton House 
�DearCTI 
Hi! I guess you've been won­
dering why we do it. Well it's 
because we really like snot. We 
like to wallow around in it, 
then lick it off our bodies. We 
dream about it all the time, 
and just can't get enough of it. 
The only reason we fly into 
your mouth or ear is that we 
can't see very well. Only a 
sicko would be into phlegm or 
ear wax 
The insects that 
fly up your nose 
Waiting for the right moment 
�DearCTI 
Say, I'm a little confused. Am 
I named after an Asian 
country, or what?! 
Huntington's Korea 
All North & South 
Korea 
�Dear Huntington 
That depends on whether you 
are a Seoul man or not 
Chic Corea 
Warwick Fairfacts 
�
 
� 
�DearChic 
�DearCTI 
Any one for tenosinovitis of 
the cheque book? 
Frank Renouf 
Le Hell on Earth 
Sydney bottom of the harbour 
�DearCTI 
Tellee! Tellee! Extra! Extra! 
Can't read all about it! I can't 
even say it! 
Ex-Brisbane Telegraph street 
seller 
Speech defect centre 
On a comer near you 
Well, I certainly don't see eye 
to eye with you on that ex­
planation 
Huntington's Cornea 
�Dear Huntington • 
Huntington, if that disease 
isn't on my desk in the morn­
ing, it's yoooour job 
Huntington's Courier 
�Dear Huntington 
Hey, it's killing me, but it's a 
living! • 
Huntington's Career 
TAKE A TOAD INTO YOUR LIFE TODAY! 
Don't be sad or alone any longer when YOU! YES YOU! 
can be as happy or even happier than the person in the 
photo above! 
Before she subscribed to the Cane Toad Times, Australia's 
Humour Magazine, this young woman was just about to flush her 
life down the toilet! 
A second cousin needed her heart and lungs and liver and blood 
to stay alive! She lost her skirt in the October market crash! It 
was Gateway Bridge, here I come! But now she HAS to stay alive 
just so she'll get the next four issues of the Cane Toad Times 
*includes the Official Cane Toad Times Subscribers Free Official 
Newsletter and Cane Toad Top Secret Update!• 
Yes! After reading only ONE ISSUE of the CIT she got so much 
enjoyment and laughs that she took a toad into her life! And life 
suddenly looked great! 
And now YOU TOO can benefit and be happy at the same time 
by subscribing to the CIT NOW for only $10 for 4 issues and 
SAVE over one hundred and ninety nine cents on the newstand 
price 
PLUS! you'll get all four issues posted to you directly! And don't 
just subscribe for yourseli! Just think of all those other friends of 
yours whose lives you'll enrich by giving them a Gift Subscription 
for their birthday, for instance! 
PLUS! every subscriber now gets the Official Cane Toad Times 
Subscriber's Free Official Newsletter and Cane Toad Top Secret 
Update with every issue! This is Totally Free!, and lets you into 
some of the most top secret secrets in the world! Like subscriber 
discounts, for instance. So don't let the media robber barons 
dictate how and when and why and what you'll receive. 
Guarantee receipt in the mail of your or your friend's Cane Toad 
Times and help the only humour magazine left in the country to 
grow as big as a great big wart on the face of society. 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
I want to receive the next 4 issues of the Cane Toad Times starting with Issue # D 
Name: .............................................................................. , 
Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . . Postcode: .......... . 
Here's $10.00. I'm paying by D cheque I money order D Bankcard D Mastercard 
Card Number: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Expiry Date: ........ Signature: ....... . 
Send to Cane Toad Times. PO BOX 321 Woolloongabba. Q4102 PH: (07) 891 5364 
GIFT SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
I want my good friend to receive the Cane Toad Times Autumn 88 (#10) issue and 3 more 
My Friend's Name: .................. . . ..................... . .. . . ............ · · · · · · · · · · ·  
My Friend's Address: ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... Postcode: ........ . 
Please include this message from me with their first issue: .................................. . .  
My Name: ........................................................................... . 
My Address: ....................................................... Postcode: .......... . 
Here's $10.00. r m paying by D cheque/ money order D Bankcard D Mastercard 
Card Number: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Expiry Date: ........ Signature: . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .  . 
Send to Cane Toad Times, PO BOX 321 Woolloongabba. Q4102 PH: (07) 891 5364 

